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ABSTRACT
Whose Hero? Images of Louis Riel in Contemporary Art and Métis Nationhood
Catherine L-Mattes
Louis Riel is perhaps one of the most controversial figures in Canadian history. In
rnauistream Canadian society, he is often described as a "Canadian hero", a "Father of
Codederation", or the "Fomder of Manitobay'- He has become an icon for various
organizations, political parties, and cultural groups in Canada Although for many Métis
Riel is a "Canadian hero", he is also an important figure for the Métis nation. Many Métis

use the image of Riel as a source of inspiration in fighting for cultural autonomy, pride,

and respect in Canada. Therefore how he is discussed in literature, or how he is portrayed
in art greatly affects the lives of many Métis. The purpose of this thesis is to examine
images of Louis Riel in contemporary art in reference to Métis nationhood. 1use visuai

images of Riel to discuss the various opinions of Riel, Métis historical and contemporary

cultural struggles, and the concept of "nation" in reference to the Métis. My intent is to
give a Métis point of view on art that deals with the controversial Louis Riel. 1 attempt to

challenge mainstream opinions of Riel, how history has been written about Fim Peoples,
and various non-Métis perceptions about the Métis. Little or no research has k e n done

about images of Louis Riel and Métis nationhood, and with this thesis 1hope to help fill
this void.
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INTRODUCTION
in the late lgh - centwy, Louis Riel fought for the nghts of the katipâmsôchik, the

people who stand on their own, the Métis.

In recent years, contemporary Métis have

begun new struggles to have their hero and nation acknowledged with respect in

mainstream Canadian society. This has entailed demandùig the right to self - govenunent
and land title, and having a voice in our own history. As our ancestors did in the late

19th- century, we have tumed to Louis Riei for strength.

In the article "Haunted by Riel," Mavor Moore writes that a symbol is more
powerful than the thhg for which it stands.' in mahstream Canadian society, the images

and perceptions of Riel are various, and often codicting. In historical writings, visuai art,
politics, and literature, Rie1 is now often portrayed as a " Father of Corifederahon", a
"French- Canadian hero", a "hero for a l i peoples living in the West", or a martyr for ail
those who have had grievances with the federal governments. in some ways, the diverse

uses of Riel as an icon can be positive for Métis. A new surge of interest in Riel can
mean a potential new interest in the Métis. This new public concem could possibly allow

us to have our voices heard, and our culturai stmggles acknowledged. However, as this

thesis will discuss, often the new respect for Riel in mainstream Canadian society has
little to do with the Métis.
The purpose of this thesis is to examine how the myth of Riel in mainstream

'Mavor Moore, "Hauntedby Riel" in -es
(Holland: The Eduk Mellen Press, l992),p.4 11.
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Canadian society aEects the Métis nation. To discuss this, 1 Iook to portrayds of Louis
Riel in art that were created nom the late 1960s to the present In particular I discuss the
sculptures of Marcien Lemay(l971) and John Nugent(1968). 1 explore Miguel loyal's

statesman-like sculpture(l995), Jeff FunneLi's collection of cartoon drawings the Biel
Series(1985b and refer to John Boyle's Bebel Senes(l967) and Batoche Series(1975). 1
examine these artistic portrayals of Riel fiom a Métis perspective, in the context of
theones on nationhood, particdariy those within a postcolonial canon.
Louis Riel was considered a traitor by the Canadian govenunent and hanged in
Regina in 1885. Riel is known for facilitating two major events in western Canadian
history. In 1869, the Hudson's Bay Company sold territory fiom the Red River to the
Rockies to the Canadian government (this temtory represents the provinces located fiom
Manitoba to British Columbia). The Métis, dong with some Company employees,

clergy, old Selkirk settlers and Arnencans, reacted negatively to this sale. Under the
leadership of Riel, the Métis formed a provisional govemment that set up the Manitoba
Act (or Métis Treaty) and fought for Manitoba's entry into ~onfederation.~
The Métis knew that settlement expansion and Confederation were inevitable.
Therefore they fought for Manitoba's entry into Confederation on their own terms. Their
demands included that 1.4 million acres of land be reserved for the unmarried children of
the Métis, and that al1 existing occupancies and titles, inciuding those of First Nations

'John E. Foster, "The Plains Métis" in Native Peoales - The -rience
edited by R.Bruce Morrison & C.Roderick Wiison, (M&S, 1986),p.396.
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communities, be respected Unfortunately, the majority of their demands were not met?

The Canadian Party attempted twice to ovenhrow the Métis' provisional govemment,
which led to the execution of Orangeman Thomas Scott in 1870. Scott was executed for

having refûsed to keep the peace and k i n g openly racist to Métis people. Riel, who
ordered the execution, fled to Montana because there were rumours that his life was in
danger. From that point onward, the Métis nation began to dedine?

The second major event for which Riel is recognized is the Métis Resistance of
1884. By the early l88Os, the Métis' situation was very grirn. The decline of the buffalo,
the end of the 200 - year- old fiu trade, the building of the railway, and settlement

expansion al1 had negative effects on the Métis- Therefore, several Métis leaders went to
Montana where Riel was a school teacher, to ask him to Iead them once again. Riel
agreed to do so, and retwned to what was then known as the Northwest Territories, in

June 1884. When Riel retumed to the West to represent the Métis, he found that First

Peoples struggles conceniiag starvation, land rights, and the resemation system were not
being dealt with very well by the govemment. He petitioned the Canadian govemment,

stating that "the people of the West had every right to be treated with the full dignity of

British subjects, which was not happening-"* Riel also insisted that white settlers were
being charged too much for land by the Crown. Aithough Ottawa acknowledged the

'Olive Patricia Dickason,
Press, 1992),p.271.

-

s F m Nations.(Toronto: Oxford University

I

'
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vol.11,

4~ntoine
Lussier, "The Métis" in
Heirloom Senes, p.83 & 84.

-

'Olive Patricia Dickason, Canada s Fust Nati'm(1992),~.307.
0
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petition, there was no promise to change the situation? The Métis took up amis against
the Canadian government, but were not victorious.

Louis Riel was executed on

November 16, 1885 for treason, and the Métis nation once again went into decline?

In the latter part of the 20h - century, Riel's image has been used by various
persons and groups as a symbol for their beliefs, whether or not thei.views and situations

are similar to Riel's and the Métis nation's. Althou& perhaps f l a t t e ~ g
to Métis, the use

of Riel's image for movements that he himselfdid not believe in is probiematic. As Glen
Campbell States in the article "The Tonnented Sod: Riel's Poetic Image of Hirnself,"
"This constantly changing image runs a dangerous course as far as the accuracy of
Canadian history is concerned, in that Riel the symbol, the almon mythical god, risks

supplanting Riel the historical figure."' Since Riel was the leader of the Métis nation, it is

this Native group that is marginalised when people use the icon of Riel, because the
myths about Riel receive more attention.
Janet Wolff writes that "the ideas, beliefs, attitudes and values expressed in

cultural products are ideological, in the sense that they are always related in a systematic
way to the social and economic structures in which the artist is ~ituated."~
She goes on to

Maggie Siggins, Bel -A Life of Revolution, (Toronto: HarperColiins Publishea
Ltd, l994),p.367.
6

'David Lee, "The Métis Militant Rebels of 1885" in C-c
XM,3,1989,p. 1.

Studie~.

'Glen Campbell, "The Tonnented Soul: Riel's Poetic Image of HUnself' in

o
f
-(Hoiiand: The Edwin MeUen Press, 1992),p.353.

m ane et Wolff, me Social Produc~onof
Press, 1993),p. 119.

(New York: New York University
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state that "the perspective of any individual is not only biographically constructed, but
also the personai mediation of a group con~ciousness."'~
Her argument can be applied to
the various myths created about Louis Riel, where writers, historians, artists, educators
and anthropologists decide what aspects of Riel should be discussed while making their

various arguments. This is thus how the myths and the subsequent icon of Riel are
created: by picking and choosing what is important to the culturai producers arguments.

Even though 1consider myself a Métis, denning Métis nationhood has not been
easy. Attempting to explain who we are has become a major focus in this thesis. This has
entailed reading the dennitions given in various sources surrounding Riel and the Métis,
and most importantly, speaking with Métis persons and readiag texts wrïtten by Métis

persons, such as Joanne Arnott, Maria Campbell, Olive Patrïcia Dickason, and Gregory
Scofield.
Definitions of Métis are often contradictory, or superficial, In the histoncal
writings of English traveilers or settlers, the ternis "Frenchhalf-breeds" or "Englishh a -

breeds" were used to describe the Métis." An example is a comment made by a Prairie
doctor, Dr.Stewart, which was reported in a confidentid letter by the Assistant Under-

-

Secretary of the Intenor in the late 19& century. The letter states that "they are as poor as
povem itself, that they are not good fmers; that indeed they are not even energetic or

''D.Bruce SealeyyAntoineS. Lussier, V

C

.

-e

(Winnipeg: Manitoba Métis Federation Press, 1975),p. 1.

-

a

willuig workea, and that they &op quite into the Half-Breed habits of li~ing."'~
Eistorically, the "haIf-breeds" were the offspring of First Nations women and
European fur traders. These men married indigenous wornen who were fiom prominent

families, ofien for the benefit of the Hudson's Bay Company or the North West Company.
in "Racism,Sexism, and Nation Building in Canada", Roxana Ng wntes:

In addition to king slaves to Engiish and French officials, they (First Nations
women) were taken as wives and concubines. This was one way that white men,
both traders and officiais, gained access to the Native kuiship system and lured

Native groups into trading relations with Eur~peans.'~
Once finished their work in the West, the men would r e m to where they came

fiom, ofien to their non-Native wives who were w a h g for them. Sometimes they would
remain in the West, continuhg their relations with their Amerindian wives. in Iater years,
they might rnarry European women who came to the Prairies to settle.I4 As Roxana Ng

writes, the offspring of these alliances gave nx to a new race, the Métis, who first acted

as intemediaries between Native people and Europeans.
In Manv Tender Ties, Syivia Van Kirk attempts to show that "the nom for sexual
relationships in fiir-trade society was not casual, promiscuous encounters but the

development of marital unions which gave nse to distinct famiiy units...fiu- trade society

"Quote found in Diane Paulette Paymenttstext The Free Peoole --si
(Ottawa: National Historic Parks and Sites Parks SeMce, Environment Canada,
1WO),p.78.

. .w&,

"~oxanaNg,"Racism, Sexism, and Nation Building in Cauada" in Race Identity
. .
and Represenmon &duedited by Cameron McCarthy and Warren Crichlow
(New York & London: Routiedge Publishers, ),p.53.

.-

John E. Foster, "The Métis: the People and the Term" in prainNo. 1, l976,p.83.
l4

Vol.3,

developed its own mmiage rite, marrïage à lafaçon du pays, which combined both
Indian and European rn-e

customs. in this, the fûr-trade society of Western Canada

appears to have been exceptional."" Unique Métis culturai customs, mannea, language,
and dress arose fiom these interracial unions. As suggested in texts wrïtten by Diane

Padette Payment, Maria Campbell, and Duke Redbird, there are cuitural specificities to

-

being Métis. In The Free Peoale Otipernisiwa Payment gives an in-depth description
of the various Méas customs, food, clothing, language, and foikiore. Payment asserts,

"The society that we see at the tum of the century was one where the family and culture
assisted in the identity of its members as Métis; a society detennined to direct its own
economy and which, by political means, asserts its 'right~'."~~
First Nations people had various ternis to define the Métis. The Ojibwa called
Métis "wissakodewinmi", which means "burnt-sticks."The Cree calied the Métis "O-teepaym-soo-wuk",meaning "the fiee people". Other Cree ternis are "Apitakkoosan", which
means "half-breed", and "katipâmsôchik", meaning "the people who stand on their own."

The first use of the word "Métis" in English public print in Canada was by Louis

Riel, in an article that was published in the Globe and

aafter his death in 1885.~'

Because it is a French word, some use the term to refer only to those who are of French

"S ylvia Van Kirk, Manv Tender Tiet (Winnipeg: Watson & Dwyer Publishing
Ltd, 1993),p.4.

ne

I6DianePaulette Payment,
Free People --w&,
(Ottawa: National
Historie Parks and Sites Parks Service Environment Canada, 1WO),p. 11.

. . (Toronto: Ontario Métis & Non Status Indian
"Duke Redbird, We Are Metls,
Association, I98O),p. 1.
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and indigenous origia In contemporary times, the term Métis is more acceptable than

-

half-breed, and many people, Native and non Native, use the term to define both French
and English mked persons Living across North America. This has created some
controveny for those Métis who are of French origin, and consider the term to apply only

-

to French Métis. It is important to note that in the 19<" centwy, French and Engiish
Métis often Iived alongside one another, and were related. As Bruce Sealey mentions in

The Métis - Canada's Forgotten Peo~le,sorne people with French names were Protestant
and spoke only English, while those with Engiish names could be Catholic and speak
only French." In contemporary times this still occurs. It is important to not negate the

bonding and similarities that exist betsveen French and English- speaking Métis, such as
kinship based in marrying First Nations women, and experiences of alienation.

Another perplexity about the term Métis is whether mixed people fiom other
places across Canada, other than the Prairies, can c d themselves Métis. Because there is
a specific Métis nation in the Prairies, there is confusion as to whether that term can only
be used to defhe those mixed persons fiom the West. To use the term to refer to mixed

persons fkom elsewhere could possibly negate the existence of a Métis nation in the West.
Although this point is valid, the term Métis, which Riel used to define the nation which
he represented, is a term used al1 over the world to define persons of rnixed origin. The
word itself is French, and means "siinply mixed. In Mexico the term "Mestizo" is used to

. - C w d a l s Forootten People,
Metis
''D.Bruce Sealey, Antoine S.Lussier,
(Winnipeg: Manitoba Métis Federation Press, 1 9 7 9 , ~13.
.

-

refer to persons of Spanish and Amerindian rig gin.'^ Thus, the act of definhg the Métis
is a difficult task, because the title is multi-layered with contradictions, conditions and

exceptions.
in "The Métis: die People and the Terni," John E-Fostergives a contemporary

definition of the Métis. He writes:
Métis can refer to individuds and communities who derive some of their
cultural practices fiom non-Indian native communities whose ongins Lie in
the pre-1870 West Perhaps the most usefiil view of the term today is as a
label i d e n m g a segment of western society which, in addition to recogniMg
an ancestry of mixed Indian and Euro-Canadian ongins, seeks to realize various
interests through p d c u l a r political goals and actions.'O
It is important to note that the defhitions found while researching this thesis

corne primady fiom non--Métis academics. 1am not s u g g e s ~ that
g these wrïtea are
ignorant of our cultures; in fact, 1appreciate Foster's description. However, £incihg
definitions fiom Métis academics proved to be a difficult task. In fact, texts written by

Bruce Sealey, Duke Redbird, and Olive Patrkia Dickason were the only ones found that
dealt with the definition of Métis. Through my research 1 found historical defhitions were
ofien irrelevant to contemporary Métis persons. This is because king Métis is more

complicated than knowing what term to use to define oneself. 1 have found through
discussions with people and reading literature wrïtten by Métis, that the definirion of
Métis is not as important as what it means to be Métis. One possible reason is that the

" ~ u k eRedbird, We Are M
Association, l98O),p.1.

. .u (Toronto: Ontario Métis & Non Status Indian

20JohnE.Foster, "The Métis: the People and the Tenn" in m
No. 1, 1976,p.83.

..
e Forym, V01.3.
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boundaries we are supposed to fit into are not precise or easily defined. There are always
contradictions or exceptions to the descriptions given in academic literatures. Although it
can be argued that there are discrepancies in defining all cultures, because Métis are
hybnd people, the exceptions are more apparent. Delbert Majer States, "I'm Métis...itls a
cultural, historical issue, and it's a way of life issue. It's not what you look Iike on the

outside. It's how you cany yourself around on the inside that is important, in your mind

and your soul and your head""
For the purpose of this thesis, the Métis discussed will be those historical and
contemporary persons of mixed European and First Nations heritage who origidly come
f?om the Prairies. 1 wili refer to these persons as the Plains Métis, or use the Cree term

"katipâmsôchik." Although 1give a delkition similar to those found in the academk texts
1have read, the opinions of Métis who are concerned more about cuiturai experience than

defrnitions, are just as relevant to this thesis-

..

In We Are Mens, Duke Redbird wrîtes, "With no guaranty under the M a n Act,
without viable communities, without land and without treaties, the Métis were the
'forgotten people'."" Being the "forgotîen people" in historical and contemporary times

has brought feelings of heiplessness and shame to many Métis. As wiii be discussed
M e r in this thesis, these emotions basically come fiom being colonizeû, marginalised,

From the Renort of the Rovd
..
Commission on Abonglnai Pe les, Minister of Supply and Services Canada (Canadian
Cataloguing in Publication Data, l996),p. 109.
"Duke Redbird, We Are M é a (Toronto: Ontario Métis 6t Non Status Indian
Association, 1980.),p.32.

and excIuded in various ways by the Canadia government.

century was the
One signincant f o m of exclusion Métis experienced in the 1 9 - ~
govemment's mandate to not influde them in treaties. Dickason writes, "During the
bargaining for Treaties Four and Six, the Indians requested that their 'cousins'be

included. Ottawa reacted by arnending the Indian Act in 1880, excluding W-breeds'
fiom both the provisions of the Act as well as from treaties." Despite this restriction, the

Métis inauenced several treaties, and acted as ambasdors between Natives and non-

Natives. The Ojibwa of Treaty Three declared to govenunent treaty negotiators that "you
owe much to the half-breeds". Dickason suggests that this contrasts with later stereotypes
of Métis as being inferior, l a q , and untnrstw~vorthy.~These acts of exclusion had great
consequences for many Métis economically, cuiturally, and spiritually. It was not until
1982 that Métis were included in the dennition of Aboriginal in the Constitution Act, a
significant victory for Métis in dowing us to define our stniggles in terms of Fim
Peoples' rights.24
Due to the reasons mentioned above, denial has been a major fact in the lives of
many Métis. Métis deny themselves, and are denied their culture- This denial creates
confusion about who we are. Frequently it cornes fiom feeling alienated for king hybrid
people, and attempting to belong in whatever neighbourhood or community one lives in.
As Métis writer Joanne Amott States in her book

"olive Patricia Dickason, -a
Press, l99î),p.279 & 280.

- Nati
s First

I

the Waves "1know lots about

(Toronto: Oxford University

"peter Kuichyski, "Aboriginal Peoples and Hegemony in Canada" in
Canadian Studies. vo1.30, No. 1, Spring l99SYp.65.

m y European ancestry and almost nothing about my Native heritage: this is one impact of

racism". Amott calls the practice of this cuituraI denial the "white-out policy". She writes
that while this policy was in effect during her life, she was constantly being recognized as
a Métis by people who were "not under the sway of the family's nirvivalists lies" .=

Because of the cultural denial, and the attempt and then failure to M y "fit in,"
cornes the sentiment of being "invisible" to mainstream Canadian society: invisible
because non-Métispersons are unaware of our concerns, our existence, and our rotes in
Canada Some of my relatives suggested that because Métis feel invisible in mainStream

Canadian society, and deny and are denied their culture, we are undefinable, because we

are only now hyiag to understand who we are exactiy. We have only recently begun to
try to have our voices heard.

While atternpting to have our voices heard, Métis ponder our cultural identities.
We attempt to establish what it means to be Métis, and how we should be viewed by non-

Métis cultures. As Stuart Hall suggests in "Culturai Identity and Diaspora",
Identities are the names we give to the different ways we are positioned by,
and position ourselves within the narratives of the past. Cultural identity is
a matter of 'becoming' as well as of 'being'. It belongs to the future as much
as to the past?

For Métis persons concemed with their culturai identity, it is necessary to look to the past,
to understand the present, and prepare for the fùture. This search for understanding

z~oanneAmott, BreasfipO the Waves, (Vancouver: Press Gang Publishers,
1995),p.76-77.
%uart Hall, "Culturai Identity and Diaspora1'in ColoniiJ Discourse w d PostColonial Theop: An moductio& (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, t 93),p.394.
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explains the Métisr concem with images of Louis Riel in contemporary art, which wili be
examined in this thesis.

In Nat-

N

e Homi K-Bhabha suggests that "an image of the nation or

narration might seem impossibly romantic and excessively metaphoncal, but it is fiom
those traditions of political thought and Literary language that the nation emerges as a
powerfûl historical idea in the West"." Therefore, by using this western histoncal idea,

the Métis can fmd much of the strength, unity9and empowerment they are searching for.
At the same tirne, it is this p o w e f i concept of "nation" that marginalises Métis and other

indigenous nations. It is therefore necessary to discuss and constnictively critique the

Métis as a nation within a larger nation-state.
Benedict Anderson defines a nation as an imagined politicai community,
imagined as both inherently iimited and sovereign.'* ofken these imagined beliefs of
unity are problematic, because they negate issues of gender, class, and ethnicity- Within
the Métis nation and Canada, selective memory exists. Ernest Renan suggests that "the

essence of a nation is that al1 individuais have many things in common, and also that they
have forgotten many things."= It is therefore necessary to examine the inconsistencies
that exist within Canada, as well as within the Métis nation. As will be discussed in this

17HomiK. Bhabha, Introduction for m o n and Narratioa (London; Routledge
Publishers, l99O),p. 1.
"Benedict Anderson, m e d C
o
199 l),p.6

..

(London: Verso Publishing,

'gErnest Renan, "What is a Nation? in Nation md N
Publishers, 199O),p. 11.

w (Landon: Routledge
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thesis, it is selective memory that creates problems and contradictions within nations.

Ln Chapter One, 1examine how in 1991 in Winnipeg, members of the Manitoba
Métis Federation, a political and social organization, contested Marcien Lemay's
sculpture of Louis Riel. Marcien Lemay's abstracted sculpture stood on the Manitoba
Legislature grounds for almost twenty-five years (1971 - 1994)- and was a commerative
sculpture for Manitoba's Centennial. There were several reasons why the members of the

MMF opposed Lemay's sculpture, but most importantiy they described it as disrespectful
to Louis Riel and the Métis nation. Therefore, they requested that the sculpture be

removed from the Manitoba Legislature grounds, and put in a more inconspicuous
location. in its place on die banks of the Assiniboine River wouid stand a statemian-like

portrayal of the Métis hero. The Manitoba Métis Federation's concem about Lemay's
sculpture created an ongoing controversy between the artist, govemment officiais, and the
pubiic.
1 argue that the Métis Federation's request was a symbolic gesture, and was

viewed as a source of empowerment for the Métis as a nation. 1 examine the various
reactions to the Métis' request, and the conflicts that arose fkom it 1discuss the Métis'

-

experience in western Canada fiom the late 1 9 ~century until present times, to explain

the reasons why such a request was made. Throughout the other chapters, 1refer to this
controversy, because the concerns that arose out of this issue are the basis of my thesis.

Chapter Two deals with another controversy that happened in Regina over John
Nugent's half - nude sculpture of Louis Riel. John Nugent's sculpture was on the Regïua
Legislature grounds fiom 1968 until 1991. It was removed for the same reasons as

15

Lemay's sculpture,i.e, members of the Métis cornmunity found it disrespectful to Louis
Riel and the Métis nation. The sculpture was taken down, and moved to the Mackenzie
Art Gallery vault, where it remains.

The time period during which the sculpture was commissioned and erected is

significa because Canada celebrated its Centenniai in 1967. As well, during the late
1960s the Canadian public became interested in its most vocal minority, the First Peoples.

Many Native organi;rationswere forming and disbanding, and the public, politicians and

media were taking notice. Ross Thatcher, the Premier of Saskatchewan at this tirne, took
advantage of Canada's Centennial and the new interest in Native rights for his own
political agenda."

One project Thatcher endorsed was the commissioning of John Nugent's
sculpture. The procedure of commissioning and erecting this work was filied with
grievances between federal poiiticians, the public, and the artist, 1 argue that the actions

taken to have this scuipture erected show the negative implications of nation - building in
Canada. Actions not taken, such as asking Métis and other First Peoples their opinion on
what type of portrayd of Riel they would appreciate, is an example of the attitudes
toward First Peoples in 1967, the year the sculpture was commissioned~Although Ross
Thatcher claimed to be a "niend to First Peoples, he disregarded their opinions, and
spoke for them. In this Chapter 1suggest that it was this disregard for First Peoples'
opinions in the late 1960s that made the Métis of Saskatchewan, and the Manitoba Métis

'O~eeFrances W. Kaye's article "Any Important Form: Louis Riel in Sculpture" in
Prairie Forum, VoL22, No. 1 (Spring 1997).
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Federation demand that Marcien Lemayls(l971) and John Nugentls(l968) abstracted

sculptures be removed fiom the legislative grounds in the early 1990s.
When Canada's Centennial was k i n g celebrated, and Canadians were taking a
new interest in Fim Peoples, the story of Louis Riel appears to have become more
written by Joseph Kinsey Howard,

significant to many people. The book

and published in 1954, was an inspiration to artists John Boyle, John Nugent, and
Marcien Lemay in creating their artwork This book is a detailed discussion of Riel, the
Métis, and the stmggle between the United States and Canada for power on the Plains.
Both Lemay and Nugent read Se-

E

m while creating their sculptures for the

provincial legislature grounds. Both created sculptures that were an emotional response
to the struggles of Riel. In Chapter Two, 1briefly examine îhis book in reference to
Lemay's and Nugent's sculptures.

In Chapter Two 1also analyse John Boyle's Rebel Senedl 967), and Batoche
Serîes(1 975). John Boyle is a proud Canadian nationalist, and uses images of Louis Riel

and the Métis to express his beliefs. He creates art pieces about history, attempting to

indude expenences that have not been acknowledged in mainStream Canadian history.
However, as will be M e r discussed in this chapter, this attempt to find Canadian heroes
is problematic, because Boyle exposes a romantic ( although appreciative) attitude
towards the Métis. The images he creates, and the stories he tells, are his own opinion,
stemrning fiom his position as a successfùl, Em-Canadian, male artist. 1briefly discuss
cultural appropriation in reference to Boyle's art. 1examine his images and motives in
reference to the experiences of the Métis with Canadian nationalism: how Canadian
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nationhood benefits and marginalises the Métis nation. 1 challenge my own beliefs about
nationhood and cultural appropriation, because although problematic, Boyle portrays Riel
with the respect that many Métis have been demanding. He depicts Riel as a Canadian

hero, and many Métis have been demanding for several years that Riel be treated as such
by mainstream Canadian society. Therefore his artwork is complicated and contradictory

to discuss.

Manitoba artist feff FunneU was also inspïred by Joseph b e y Howard's book
Stran~eEmpire. In Chapter Two 1end by discussing FunnelI's collection of cartoon

drawings the fiel Series, created in 1985. Funneil created this series as a reaction to
Howard's book, as weli as other sources, such as Sylvia Van Kirk's m
v Tender Ties.
Funnell attempts to erase the myths around Riel, by portraying hùn as king more human.

This act of myth erasure, which is an act of respect and weii - intentioned, is conf'using
and contradictory, particularly because of Funnell's concentration on Howard's book,
which has aided in the creation of the romantic myth around Riel.

In the Conclusion 1discuss the attempts king made to have Riel's title of traitor
to Canada erased, and what the pubiicity surrounding the issue means to Métis

nationhood. 1 take account of the way in which the Métis are attempting to move foward
as a nation, and the role that art, specifïcaily images of Louis Riel in contemporary a
plays in the Métis' search for cultural identity, respect, and rights in Canada

CHAPTER 1
e Controversv over Marc

s SC-

. .

.-

of J.ouis Rte1 and Metis

Nationhood

In 1991 in Winnipeg, members of the Manitoba Métis Federation began a new
srniggfe to have their hero and nation acknowledged with respect in mainstream Canadian

society. The Métis' focus was on how Louis Riel is portrayed in art, in piuticular in
Marcien Lemay's abstracted sculpture which stood on the Manitoba Legislahm grounds
for almost twenty- five years (1971 - 1994). Their concern about Lemay's portrayal
created an ongoing controveny between the artist, govemment officials, the public, and
the Manitoba Métis Federation. The conflict exposed ideals of nationhood that exist
within Métis communities, public opinions on the rights of the Métis as a nation, and the

divergence and disagreements that endure among the Métis of Manitoba
1 will first discuss the issue concerning Marcien Lemay's abstracted sculpture, and

conclude by addressing issues of nationalism within Métis and Canadian discourse. Of
the three main organkmtions that 1wiil be mentioning, the Manitoba Métis Federation is a

political and social group founded in 1969 by Métis Angus Spence. The Federation's

main goal is self-government Its present goals include developing means to be more selfsufficient in economic, political, and cultural ways. The second organization to be noted
is the Union Nationale Métisse St-Joseph du Manitoba, which was nrst inaugurated in
1884 by Louis Riel and the Métis. The organization's contemporary goals are to teach
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Métis history and keep Métis culture dive. The third organiiration is La Société Louis
Riel(1969-1971), which was formed by Métis Jean Allard. According to Allard the group
consisted of twenty-two "leading members of society". Nineteen of the members were
non-Native. The organization's goal was to have a commemorative sculpture erected on
the Manitoba Legislative grounds.

Louis Riel was considered a traitor by the Canadian government and hanged in
Regina in 1885. In recent years, Métis groups have lobbied to have Riel decreed a Father

of Codederation. Although the Canadian government has not yet erased his titie of
"aaitor to Canada", many people's views in mainstrearn Canadian society are altering.)'
From 1991 until 1996, various reporters for newspapea such as the W

m Free Press

and the Globe and M a described Riel as "a hero to many", "a religious visionary", or "a

champion"." In the 1995 Spring issue of StreeL a local Winnipeg arts journal, Bruno
LeGai describes Riel as "a man of substance, a charismatic leader of the Métis who,
severai decades on, would be recogxized as founder of the Province of Manitoba and a

Father of Codederation"." This change in opinion has provided a space for the Métis to
have a voice in our own history. An example is the request made by the Manitoba Métis

Federation that Marcien Lemay's sculpture be removed f?om the Manitoba Legislatue
grounds, so that a more statesman - like statue of the Métis hero could be put in its place.

" ~ i eStill
l Guilty, Commons d e s " in The W i m Sug December 11, 1996.
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" " ~ nEmpty Statuey7in Winnipe~Free Press, May 14, 1996
David Roberts, "New Bronze Statue is the Riel Thing" in Globe and
13, 1996.
"Bruno Legal, "The tives of Louis Riel" in s t r e e ~Spring, 1995, p.14.
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There were several reasons for this request which will be exarnined throughout this
Chapter, but most importantly some members of the Manitoba Métis Federation felt that
the sculpture was disrespectfbl to Louis Riel and the Métis nation, and that it should be
put in a more inconspicuous location.
The circumstances that occured over the removal of lemayfs sculpture in Jdy
1995 raise several questions: Has the image of Riel been changing, and if it has k e n

changing, to the benefit of whom? If it bas k e n changing in mainstream Canadian
society, does this benefit, or once again marginalise the Métis? Why is the portrayal of
Riel in contemporary art so vital to these questions, and to the Métis?
There are several reasons for wanting to discuss this altercation in reference to
Métis nationhood. As Emest Renan writes, "The nation, like the individual, is the

culmination of a long past of endeavours, sacrifice, and d e v o t i ~ n . "It~is important to
discuss the concept of nationhood in reference to the Métis, to give recognition of our
historical and contemporary cultural stniggles in the Canadian context.
How and by whom Métis history has b e n written is also relevant. In The Free
P e o ~ l e- OtipeGw&, Diane Paulette Payment examines how Métis have been

-

discussed and portrayed in Canadian history. She analyses various 19" cenhiry writings,
in which the Métis were perceived as an uncivilized people, whose culture was an

obstacle to progress in the colonkation of the West, An example of such writing is that
of George E. Ellis, who suggested that the Métis were more "troublesome than real

"Emest Renan,"What is a Nation?" in N a t i w d N
Bhabha (London: Routledge Publishers, 1!BO),p. 19.

a edited by Homi K.

Indians," and that "the traits and characteristicsof the red man prevail in them over those
of whites...Especially true when one parent is French...."''

-

Many beliefs and opinions about the Métis held in the 19" century continueci
into the 20"' - century. However, curent research king done primarily by people of
Métis ancestry, such as Olive Patricia Dickason and Duke Redbird, are giving different
interpretations of the Métis, Louis Riel, and government policies regarding Métis land
claims. Historicaüy, shidies have been based solely on govemment, chuch, and fur trade
v

Company records. As Payment asserts, "All interpretations are conditional, by definition,

by the cultural values and intelligence of the a ~ t h o r . " ~ ~

In Native Peoples - The Canadian-E

John E. Foster agrees with

Payment, stating that:
Frequently, because of gaps in the histoncal record, the histoncal expianations
that result are the 'best' case rather than the 'oniy' case possible. Historians,
essentially 'middle-class' and /or Engiish-speaking, appear to have had
difficulty in perceiving experiences of substance in the lives of the Métis.
In part, the problem lies in the fact that the Plains Métis, with exception of
Louis Riel, have authored few of the documents that record their history. Most
existing records were written by 'out~iders'.~'
Having our ancestors experiences recorded by 'outsiders' who did not see substance in

.-

'*Diane Paulette Payment,n e Free People wak - Batoche,
Saskatchewan 1870 - 1930, (Ottawa: Published under authority of Minister of
Environment, 1990),p. 18.

"John E. Foster, "The Plains Métis" in Native Pegples - The C
h
Experience ed.R.Bruce Momson & C. Roderick Wilson (Canada: M&S Publishers,
1986),p.377-378.

their Iives, is one reason why there was such a negative reaction to Marcien Lemay's
sculpture of Riel.

In the late 1960s former NDP MLA Jean Allard, a Métis hirnself, p a ~ o o kin the
lobbying to have Riel recognized for the Centennial of ~ a n i t o b a "~t the time Allard
was president of the Union Nationale Métisse Saint-Joseph du Manitoba As president of

the Union Nationale Métisse, he had approached the Conservative provincial govemment
in the late 1960s about erecting a cornmernorative statue of Riel. H e was bluntly tumed
down. He then formed La Societé Louis Riel to lobby for the placement of a Riel
sculpture on the Legislative grounds. The cornmittee boasted about twenty - two
members, who were mostly successful. non - Métis persons, such as judge Sam
Freedman, Lawyer Wiilim Swystun, Professor Loveil Clark, and Anglican pnest John
A.nderson.jgAllard maintains that when the Societé f h t Iobbied for the sculpture in the
late 1 9 6 0 it
~~
also received a very negative response fiom the govemment However, due
to his position as an NDP M'LA and the successful lobbying of the Societé, the new NDP
govemment agreed to erect a Riel monument in 1967.
Marcien Lemay created the contmversial sculpture in the late 1960's. Lemay is a
retired firefighter, and mia Presently he and his wife Helene use the old ike station
where he once worked as a studio to create theù art. Lemay had submitted his sculpture to
the Manitoba Centennial Corporation in 1969, as a project for the provinces Centennial

celebrations of 1970. The Centennial Corporation wanted to support any projects " 'which
-

-

-

3'Jean AUard, Letter to editor in

Free Press, July 19, 1994.

""La Societé Louis Riel" in La J .ibert&May 7, 1969.
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will stand as a worthy mernorial of Manitoba's ~entennial'.''~Lemay submitted one
rendition of Louis Riel, but was told that it was "too violent", because the form was more
jagged, and the mouth was wide open. He then submitted a second less tumultuo~~,
maquette that was accepted4'.

Lemay's abstracted figure is Mnsted, nude, with Riel's face contorted in anguish.
Lemay attempted to "convey the mood and d e r i n g of a man sacrifichg himself for his

beliefs.'*'

The scuipture is twelve feet high on a three - foot plinth, and is made of Ferro-

cernent. The sculpture exerts an expressive and emotive quality, and attempts to articulate
the intemal sufftering and anxieties of Riel (Figure 1). According to Lemay his work on
the sculpture developed from his passion for reading about the controversial Riel. He

States, "1 felt I wanted to put everything into the work that 1felt about the man bimself. It
therefore, lends a littie confusion to the
It is important to note that the purpose of this discussion of Lemay's sculpture is

not to judge bis art fiom a formalist art historical perspective. Rather my interest is in
understanding the reception of the sculpture, particularly the responses nom members of
the Métis cornmunity. It can be argued that it is the Métis in pdcuiar who have

40"Cente~nial
Grants Program Established for Projectsftin T r i b u March 14,
1969.

"Interview wiîh Marcien and Helene Lemay, August 7, 1997, Winnipeg,
Manitoba.

'2Lionel Dorge,
Corporation, I971), p. 1

(Winnipeg: Commissioned by the Manitoba Centennial

43RichardGage, "Lemay's Louis - R e d t of Reading," Tribue S

1969.

-

a April 19,

somethhg at stake in how Louis Riel is portrayed in public sculpture. As Gail Valaskakis
assens in "Sacajawea and Her Sisters: Images and Indians", "The Indian social
imaginaries expressed in literary, artistic, academic and media Mages circulate in the
discourse of our everyday action and events. And in the conflicting power relations of
different communities and interests, they work to construct identities with different
ideologies and meanings that become central sites of cultural struggle.''~

Placed around Lemay's abstracted sculpture are two half - cylindral shells which
are fifteen feet in diameter and thirty feet in height. Riel's name is etched into the shells at
the top. In both French and Engiish is the quote, "1know that through the Grace of God, 1
a m the founder of Manitoba". The sculptot of the shells, architect, Etieme J. Gaboury,

"attempted to achieve a feeling of both unity and separateness to create a tension
appropriate to the conflicts and dichotomy of Riel's

According to an article

written in Le Meth by an unnamed author, the cylindrai shelIs symbolize Riel's M e in
isolation and prison (Figure 2)" In 1969, Gaboury and Lemay applied to the Manitoba

Centennial Corporation to have theü works erected together as a single piece. Aithough
GabouIy's shek and LemaYs figure are meant to be a combined art piece, or one
statement, throughout the controversies around the sculpture Gaboury has not been the

aGail Guthne Vdaskakis, "Sackajawea and Her Sisten: Images and Indiaas" in
Marilyn Burgess, Gai1 Guthne Vaiaskakis,
Princesses and Cow(Montreal:
Oboro, I995),p.3.

ionel el Dorge, -1,
Corporation, 1971),p. 1

(Winnipeg: Commissioned by the Manitoba Centennial

*I&M&& August, 1992.
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Figure 2. Etienne Gaboun's Sculpted Shells and Marcien Lrrnay's Riel Sculprure ( 197 1 )

main focus. Ln fact, vev little has been mentioned of him within the media reports or

literature surrounding Lemay's sculpture. When Lemay's sculpture was erected at the
Legislame grounds in 1971, Métis Angus Spence remarked:
It's a homble caricature. 1would like to have seen him wearing clothes that
the Métis people wore in his day. Itk a horrible caricature to see him standing
there stark naked, his head stuck out and leering. It's just a horrible looking
statue...It's an insult to Louis Riel and to the Métis people. Mr-Riel did not live,
fight and die to have a statue erected in his honour. The cause for which he Lived
and fought is more relevant today than e ~ e r - ~ '
One supporter of Spence's reaction declared that "1 can only imagine that, when
they whipped the shroud off the statue on the day of the unveiling, if there were any

Indians or Métis present, immediate plans for a new Riel rebellion must have precipitated
on the spot."" Although Spence was invited to the unveiling and the following reception,
he was not invited to speak, which disturbed the MMF president.

When the unveiling occurred there was another type of negative response. Henry

C.Hall stated, "1was deeply shocked at this travesty of Manitoba's history, and wonder
why, and who was responsible for spending $35,000 to erect a statue to a man whose

unbdanced minci iduenced and idamed the primitive natives and Métis to go on the
~ a r p a t h . "The
~ ~ racist manner in which Hall makes his point is an indicator that the
historical injustices that occuned in the past continue to affect the lives and weli - k i n g

""Riel Statue: Incongrnous Monsîrosity" in Wi-

Free Press January 10.

1972.

"H.G.Gibson, "Insult to Native People" in WiMiWp Free Press January 15,
1972.
49~enry
C.Hall,"Strong Reaction to Riel Statue" in T r i b w January 13, 1972.

of the Métis in the 20'

- centwy.

In 1991, the Manitoba Métis Federation fint made its concems about the
expressive Riel sculpture known to the provincial govemment, during Yvon Dumont's

presidency. Yvon Dumont is a Métis, and presently is the Lieutenant Governor - Generai
of Manitoba Nelson Sanderson, a Métis activkt and President of the Indian and Métis

Friendship Centres of Winnipeg, f h t brought his concems about the abstracted sculpture

-

to the Métis commimity in the mid 1980s.With the support of the Métis Federation and

Métis National Council, he began to lobby aggressively by writing letters to civic,
provincial, and federal leaders to have the sculpture removed He also staged sit-ins and
marches at the sculpture site on Canada Day, Manitoba Day, and November 16, the &y
Riel was hanged.

in 1991, after much debate between the Métis Federation and the Manitoba
govemment, an agreement was made that the sculpture and Gaboury's shells be removed

fiom the Legislature grounds. According to Biliyjo DeLaronde, predecessor of Dumont
"the abstract figure buys into the lie that Louis Riel was a traitor, c m , and tormented.

But this was not true. Even at bis execution he carrieci himseif as a statesman."
According to Lemay, Riel was a martyr who had sacrificed himseif for his beliefs, his

people and his country?

In 1875,Riel began insishg that he was a prophet of God. At this tirne he had
already been exiled fkom Manitoba for six years. He kept changing his location because

'"Weetamah. "Gross Misepresentation", July 27, 1994.
S'BrunoLegal, "The Lives of Louis Riel" in =
s

Spring 1995,p.14.

there were rumours that a bounty had been put on his head. The stress of having to be
constantly in hiding perhaps created some emotional stress for Riel, and the fnends and

family he was Living with could not handie having Riel in their homes. Accordhg to
Maggie Siggins he saw himself as part of an unholy tnnity of cast - off monarchs, and in
1876 was c o e t t e d to the Hospice of StJean de Dieu, an asylum for the mentally il1 in

Quebec. In "AnyImportant Form: Louis Riel in Sculpturet',Frances Kaye mentions that
one of Riel'sfkiend's greatest concems was that when he was admitted to the asylum, he
had a tendency to remove his clotbing in broad daylight. Dr. E.R. Markson, a psychiatrist

who concentrates on psychoanalytic theory, reiterates Kaye's point, suggesting that while
in the asylum Riel "declared that the Holy Spirit had told him that he must sacrifice
everything, even his ~ l o t h i n g . "Therefore,
~
a sculpture of a naked Riel can be seen as a

portrayal of a rnadman." Kaye suggests that the depiction of a hero in utter humiliation is
not a lwrury that oppressed people can easily &rd."

Throughout the years vandals

contributed to the humiliation, by spray - painting and defacing Lemay's sculpture. This
defacing included cutting off Riel's penis, perhaps a homophobic reaction to the area

5-Dr.E.R.Marks~n,'The Life and Death of Louis Riel, a Study in Forensic
..
Psychiatry.Part1.-A Psychoanaiytic Cornmentary" in
Pmcbatnc Assocration
.
Joum~Vol.
1O, No-4, August 1965, Reprinted in burs Rd: Rebel of the Western
.. c
m
Fr nti u
d
i
e
? edited by H.Bowsfield, (Toronto: The Copp
Clark Publishing Company, 1969),p.177.
''1 am not ~ ~ g g that
e it~ was
~ the
g intent of Marcien Lemay to portray Riel as a
madman. Lemay has suggested in an interview that he disagrees with the common belief
that Riel was mentally i11.I do beiieve however, that it is possible that some people
would, and have, perceived Lemay's sculpture as the portrayal of a maciman.

"Frances WXaye, "Anyimportant Form: Louis Riel in Sculpture" in
Vo1.22,No. 1, S p ~ g 199743.124.
,
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around the sculpture being a gay cruîsing area and location for male prostitution.

Wben members of the Métis FederatÏon approached Lemay and Gaboury to
discuss their request to have the expressive sculpture and sculpted shells removed from
the Legislative gromâs, the artists agreed, but with the understanding that Lemay would

be commissioned to create the new sculpture. A commission agreement was signed on
October 25, 1991 between Lemay and the Manitoba Métis Federation. It was decided
thar the old statue and shells would be placed in fiont of ColIége S t Boniface, where

Riel had been a student. Lemay's maquette, accepted by the Métis Federation in July
1992, depicts a statesman-Like Riel, wearing a suit and moccasins, with one band behind

his back, and the other hand holding a scroll, which represents the Manitoba Act of 1870,
or as Riel c d e d it, the Métis Treaty (Figure 3).

In July of 1994, when the old Lemay statue was to be removed, Jean Aiiard
chained himseif to the monument to protest its removai and relocation. Jean Ailard stated
about the removal of Lemay's abtracteci statue, "This is part of our history. There has

been twenty -five years of tunnoil over this monument and it is part of our history and it
shouldn't be taken a ~ a y . " Aiiard
~'
vowed to remain chained to the sculpture until the
govemment promised to reconsider its decision to remove the monument. "1will tak to
the poiice when they corne," Allard stated, "The Lord wiU pro~ide."'~

in several interviews during Allard's protest the fact that he was a Métis came up.

S5AliceKrueger, "Former MLA Attached to Riel Statue" in
Jdy 15,1994.
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However, he did not want his cultural background to be discussed. In an interview on the

televised news show Mi&&y, reporter Tina Srebtnjak asked Mlard: "As a Métis, you are
proud of that statue and would Like it to stay?" His response was, "as a Manitoban, 1
repeat as a Manitoban, Pm proud of this monument befause it was the fïrst historical
recognition of Riel by the govemment of Manitoba I think it's appailing that a
government would be trying to remove it, to try and play the sanitized politics of the
day."" Métis Caje Shand agreed with AUard, suggesting in a letter to Manitoba Premier

Gary Filmon that "the true Métis have integrated and assirnilated into the broad fabric of
Canada We contribute to this society and build on our collective fbture. We do not want
our identity to be lost in this quagmire of politid and unethical rewriting of Canadian
hi~tory."~'

Allard suggests that by agreeing to remove Lemay's sculpture, the provincial
govemment was k i n g "politicallycorrect". However, when AUard lobbied for a Riel
statue in the late 1960s, the provincial government reacted negatively to the idea of

erecting a Riel monument. 1s it possible that when the government eventually agreed to a
Riel monument, it was also playing, to use Aiiard's words, "the sanitized politics of the
day"?

Shortly after Mard chained himseif to the sculpture, Marcien Lemay joined him.
At the time it was unclear why Lemay did this, afler k i n g commissioned to create the

new statue. He has subsequentiy maintained that it was in the agreement between himself

"Henry Champ, Tina Srebtnjak, Mid-

(Ottawa: CBC, July 2 1, 1994)

"Caje Shand, Personal letter to Premier Gary Filmon, August 17,I 991, p.2.

Figure 3. Marcien Lemay's Riel Maquette (1992)
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and the Métis Federation that the firststatue would remah on the grounds until his new

sculpture was ready. He was not notified that the old statue was to be rernoved in July

1994, when the new sculpture was not ready.".

Lemay has also suggested that he was

concemed about the safîety of the sculpture during the removal. Lemay has been further
quoted as saying, "1 was surpnsed when I heard a man was chained to the statue and

Friday afternoon 1decided to joui the cause to Save the monurnent..It will hurt me if they
tear it d o ~ n . " ~
It is important to note that since its formation, the Manitoba Métis Federation has

aiways stniggled with various grievances. Between 1993 and 1996, there were several
political and organizational problems within the Federation, including accusations of
rnisconduct and power struggles between employees and board members. This

-

misconduct involved ailegations of forgery in cheque - signing, name calling, and
mismanagement of Federation h d s . In May 1996 a court action was led to have l3iUyio
DeLaronde dismissed as President of the Federation, because he was dlegedly spending

MMF money without consulting board members,and refushg to iisten to their
c~ncerns.~'
The judge assigned to the court case, Justice Ruth Krindle, ruled that because

of their in - fighting, board members were unable to run the Métis Federation themselves.
Therefore she ordered the corporate wing of the MMF be dissolved, putting an ïnterirn

5 g h t e ~ ewith
w Marcien and Helene Lemay, August 7, 1997, Winnipeg,
Manitoba
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board in charge of the organization's affâirs? This politicai turmoil began while the
controversy over Lemay's sculpture was erupting, suggesting that Lemay had reason to
question the ability of Billyjo DeLaronde and the board members of the Manitoba Métis
Federation to stick to the contract they had made with him in 1991.
Whatever their exact rasons for chaining themselves to the statue, Lemay and

AIlard remained there with other supporting protesters, for twelve days until they
withdrew so that the statue couId d e I y be removed. Aiiard stated about the removai of

the statue, "This is a blow for national unity. How is this going to be seen in Quebec and
by othen who identify with Riel, who embodies al1 of us in Canada?"63 DeLaronde

suggested that, "the people with their own agendas, who were cbained to that statue are a
sad and painful reminder of the way the Métis have been treated in the past."'
DeLarondersresponse to Lemay's action was, "He made a public spectacle of himself by
trying to embarrass the Manitoba Métis Federation."

65

In Spring of 1995 the Métis Federation announced that it was voiding the contract
with Marcien Lemay. Three years after approving Lemay's second sculpture, the

organization "reaiïzed"that his new version of Riel was missing buttons on the coat, and

6'David Kuxhaus, "Métis Alliance in Chaos" in W i m Free Press, May 7,

1996.
''~aul Samyn, "Controversial Riel Statue Taken Away" in W i m Free Press,
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the creases on the bent lefi a m and crotch were faulty in design? It's important to note

that within the Federation?not everyone agreed with the move. Nelson Sanderson, who
had originaily requested the first sculpture be removed, felt that breakhg the contract
with Lernay for the second one was a cruel gesture. He felt that Lemay's new sculpture

should have been erected in the fiont of the Legislature, where a large statue of Queen
Victona (ciothed) stands? Erecting a statesman - like sculpture beside or near the statue

of Queen Victona would suggest that Riel was desenring of the same portrayal, in the

same location, as the Queen. During the controversy DeLaronde put the inequalities into
perspective, stating in a letter to the

ThinIc for a moment if our

Queen Victoria was stripped of her royal attire or the cloth on our BLessed Jesus was

removed. Would it d l be art, treason or bla~phemy?"~'
m e r breakhg the contract with Lemay, the Métis Federation made a new contract
with Miguel Joyal. Joyal is a primarily self- taught artist, whose media include

woodcarving and snow sculpture. Joyal created his rendition of Riel approximately ten
years before the Métis Federation made their request to have Lemay's first sculpture
rernoved in 1991. It portrays Riel wearing a Métis sash, a mit jacket, and according to
I
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DeLaronde. "authentic" Métis mocwins, with a pointed toe similar to Cree moccasins?

Riel is waving a scroll in fiont of him, and his hair is made to look as if it is blowing in
the wind (Figure 4). The sculpture was unveiled on May 12, 1996, before many contented

rnembers of the Manitoba Métis Federation. The unveiling of Joyai's sculpture was
symbolic for the Métis nation and the MME A young Métis wearing a flower - beaded

leather fruiged jacket clixnbed on the statue, and unveiled loyal's art with a large Métis

flag. The flag, which has been in existence since 1816, is blue with the infinity symbol in
the middle. The infinity icon is symbolic of two joining cultures, European and

Abonginal, and the existence of the Métis as "a people" forever, Métis Shirley Bernard
recalls that people were very content with Joyai's redition. She videotaped the
unveiling, believing that it was an important day for the Métis: important enough to one
day show the videotape to her grand~hildren.'~Joyal also related in an interview that at
the ceremony many Métis people came up to him afterwards, congratulating and thanking

him for creating such a "respectflll" portrayal of their hero.

Despite ttiis, Joyai's sculpture has created some small controversy as weii. Roy
Allen remarked, "The metal character may well depict any unadventurous insurance

agent holding a policy or broker peddling a prospectus." He continued to ask, "Where is
the sense of difncult liberation or brave binh pains of his New ~ation?""

"MMFPuils Rug From Under Riel Artist" in
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An unnamed &ter notes that "the sculpture is historicaüy misleading and
intellectually empty...He was an enormously interesthg person., not much like the scroll waving bronze character who, since Sunday afiernoon, flashes his raincoat open on the

Assiniboine River bank.""

The Métis Federation's appeal to have the sculpture removed is one that was
questioned by many members of the public. Why did the Métis Federation feel it was
necessary to have a statesrnan - Eke portrayai of Riel, instead of LPmay's nude, expressive

sculpture? What did this do for members of the Métis community? To discuss these

questions, it is important to give a brief history of the experiences of the Métis, and
discuss how and when Métis nationhood commenced, and the role that Louis Riel played
as a leader of the Métis nation in the 19&- cenniry.

According to Olive Patricia Dickason, a Métis sense of identity crystallized at Red

River with the troubles that developed after the comuig of the Selkirk settlers in 1812. In
18 11, the Hudson's Bay Company granted 116,000 square miles of land in the Red River

Valley to Lord SeLkirk, with the hope of establishing a permanent settiement and
agricultural economy in the West. The Hudson's Bay Company overlooked the Métis'
presence in this location, their Ioyalty to the North West Company, and their nomadic
way of life, which depended on the fur trade and buffalo hunt. The new presence of the

Selkirk settiers created a clash of cultures, and rivairy between the Hudson's Bay

""h
Empty Statue" in m

e Free P
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Company and the Northwest Company.

In 1816. the idea of a Wew Nation" commenced with the Battie of Seven Oaks."
With the new interest in an agricultural economy, the livelihood of the Métis was

drastically affecteci, because their traditional nomadic way of life was k i n g violated.
After a wintter of starvation, a Métis Nor'Westerner captain, Cuthbert Grant, assembled
sixty buffdo hunters and attacked a Hudson's Bay Company brigade. Grant and his

Company then went to Seven Oaks, where they were challenged by Red River Govemor,
Robert Semple, and twenty - one settlers. The Métis killed the govemor and the twenty one settlers, and Cuthbert Grant became a prestigious leader of the Métis until the rise of
Louis
In the mid - lgh - centwy the government's encouragement of white senlement in
the West for the benefit of Confiederation caused the Métis to become militant. It is

important to note that in 1870 the West consistai of about 10,000 to 12,000 Métis, 35,
000 First Nations people, and fewer than 2000 white settlers. By 1883, white settlen

heavily outnumbered al1 Fïrst Peoples." This influx of white settlers disempowered First
Peoples because preferential treatment was given to white settlers by the government.

-

According to Dickason,"In 1872, the Métis asked Lieutenant Governor
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Archibdd to let them biow what steps they should adopt to secure themselves the nght to

prohibit people of other nationaiities nom setthg in the lands occupied by them,without
the consent of the co~nmunity~""
The Métis believed that they had special nghts to the

land because of their Native bbod. Archibald rejected their idea that a block of land
should be given to hm, as was king done for other First Peopies. The federal
govemment was also opposed to the idea, and claimed that the Métis should apply for
land on an individual basis, as white senlers did?

in u n e d Co-rnes,

--

Benedict Anderson defines a nation as an imagined

political commuaity. He discusses aspects of western colonization and nationhood which

-

are applicable to the Métis' experience in the 19& century. Anderson writes, "Alongside

the condescending cruelty, a cosmic optimism; the Indian is ultimately redeemable by

impregnation with white, civilized semen, and the acquisition of private property, Iike
everyone else."" However, as Dickason notes, after 1870 "neither codd the Métis get
recognition of their land claims on the basis of Aboriginal right, as that had already been
denieci, nor on the bais if prior settlers' nghts, as they were considered to be squatters."
According to Dickason, the Mcitis felt that "the govemment stole our land, and now is
laughiog at us."" In "On National Culture", Frantz Fanon discusses various aspects of
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marginalised national cultures. He writes:
Colonial domination, because it is total and tends to oversimpliS., very s w n
manages to disrupt in spectacular fashion the culturd life of a conquered
people. This cultural obliteration is made possible by the negation of
national reaiity, by new legai relations introduced by the occupying power,
by banishment of the natives and their customs to outlying districts by colonial
society, by expropriation, and by the systematic enslaving of men and women.
The poverty of people, national oppression and the inhibition of culture are one
and the same thing."
Fanon's remarks are applicable to the Métis' situation in historical and
contemporary times. In particular it is the negation of a national redity that has affected
the Métis in Canada, because the concept of "nation" is so powerful. Under the rubric of
"nation", people fkd cornmon beiiefs, security, and strength. Having a larger nation-state
negate a culture's national reality, marginalises those members of that smaller nation.

Louis Riel adamantly believed in the Métis nation. In "The Political Thought of
Louis Riel", Thomas Flanagan asserts that Riel was a nationalistic thinker in M O ways.
Fkstiy, he considered the western Métis to be a distinct people or nation. They were held

together by "objective ties of race, language, and religion, and by a subjective sense of
belongingness. The Métis were not simply another tribe of natives, nor were they an

appendage of the French - Canadian people. They were a new nation inthe West,"

"

Flanagan also suggests that the Métis nation was the centrai concept of Riel's thought, and

ranz Fanon, "On National Culture" in C o l o M Discowe & Post C o l o d
Theory edited by Patrick Williams and Laura Chrisman (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1994),p.45.

=Thomas Flanagan, "The Political Thought of Louis Riel"in -el
Métis, (Winnipeg: Pemmican Publications Inc, l988),p. 114-1 15.
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the focus of his life's work. AU his plans, both religious and political, were rneant to

advance the interests of the Métis. Since Riel's primary focus was the Métis nation,
contemporary Métis are using him as a syrnbol for our present concems, such as having
our voices heard by the government and mainstream society, and havîng our nation

acknowledged.

In Timothy Brennan's article "The National Longing for Form", the definition of a
nation is somewhat different fiom Riel's notion. Brennan remarks that "race, geography,

tradition, language, size, or some combinations of these seem finaily hsufEcient for
detemiining national essence, and yet people die for nations, fight wars for them, and
write fictions on their behaWa An important question that needs to be asked then, is

what aspects constitute the Métis as having our own nation?

In Peo~leto Peo~le.Nation to Nation - m
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the definition given for an Abonginal nation is

applicable to the Métis:

Aboriginal nations should not be defhed by race. Aboriginal nations are
political commUIUties, often comprising people of rnixed background and
heritage. Their bonds are those of culture and identity, not blood. Their
unity comes fiom their shared history and their strong sense of themselves as
peoples."
Following the death of Riel, the Métis nation once again declined. John E. Foster
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writeç that in the early 20* - centmy, "ManyMétis communities were doomed O exist as
islands of enduring poverty that did not accompany their settler neighbours into the 'good
life' following the pioneering ers"" Métis ofien lived on the outskirts of First Nations
reservations, or on the m g e s of white settlements, king a part of each culture, but not
fully belonghg in either comrnunity. Shanty towns were created with the inhabitants

being nomadic, moving wherever there were opportunities for c a d employment In
Métis - Canada's For~pttenP e o ~ i Bruce
e
Sealey suggests that for many Métis, the world
was a cesspool of unemployment, social ostracism, spiritual and physicai degradation,

hunger, long term malnutrition, disease and squalor. Sealey states that "lackingany
assistance fkom the govemment, housing was usually poor. There was no money for
economic development and medical services were intermittent"."

In 1929, with the commencement of the Great Depression, efforts were made to
resurrect the Métis nation. Several Métis who were the sons of prominent men created the
Métis Association of Alberta Their concem for the Métis communities were not cultural
survival, but food, clothing, shelter, and medical treatment. They were successfiil in
having the Provincial Government establish a Royal Commission "To investigate the
Conditions of the Half-Breeds of Alberta" in December 1934. The result of this
commission was the Métis Bettement Act of 1938, the main goals of which were to

-
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eventually assimilate the Métis into western Canadian society."
In 1967, the Manitoba Métis Federation was formed. During an Indian and Métis
conference at the Marlborough Hotel in 1967, Angus Spence, a Métis who was fiustrated
with the different agendas of the treaty Abonginals and the Métis, asked any Métis at the

conference if they would follow him into a different room to discuss issues that solely
concemed Métis people? Thus, the Manitoba Métis Federation was formed. In 1996 the

MMF represented approximately 30,000 Métis people."
From the moment of the unveiling in 1971 up to present times, Lemay's sculpture
has been controversial for ail public sectors. However, it took the Métis over twenty

years to have their concerns officially acknowledged by the provincial government.
When the Métis Federation made its request to have Lemay's sculpture removed, many
people wondered what this appeal did for members of the Métis community. In the
j oumal What About Art?=Blair Simpson declares: "A Manitoba Métis Federation

spokesperson stated that the statue doesn't belong anywhere. Perhaps the above should
take courses in art history to appreciate and value a r t " . M e n discussing public policy

towards Abonginai people, Kaye suggests that when Lernay's abstract sculpture was
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erected, people defïned as Métis were not likely to have degrees in art history, and thus
modem art was a foreign concept9' More importantly, when the sculpture was erected,
the Métis did not have a say in how Riel would be represented. The move to not consult
the Métis ignored the possibility that how Riel is portrayed in art, and the public's

response to that portrayal, affects Métis who are aîtempting to crystallize theu identities.
When NeIson Sanderson and the Métis Federation made their request for the
sculpture to be removed, many people felt that they did not have the right to do so,

because Lemay's sculpture was in the public realm, and al1 membea of the public shouid
be consulted before removing it. For instance, in the Globe a d Ma& Doug Whiteway

wrote:
1 have this romantic notion, bom perhaps of these days of citizens' forums

and constituent assembiies, that the portrayal of someone as important to
Manitobaas as the founder of Manitoba might become subject for debate...
Unhappy representatives of an ethnic connituency prevailed upon a proovincial
government. No one else was consulted?
The argument that al1 Manitobans should have a Say in the removal of the
sculpture because Riel is "the Founder of Manitoba", suggests a selective memory a d o r
a form of cultural appropriation. Timothy Breman impiies in "The National Longing for

Form", that the late 20'

- century is "witnessing the universai reach of a culture of
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unimaginable Unmedia~y"?~
This creates a culture of instant heroes, instant tragedies,
instant record - breaking, and instant classics. There is an emergent, or apparently new
admiration for Riel in mainStream Canadian society which 1 deem to be positive.
However, it creates questions, such as: does mainstream Canadian society have the same
new - found respect for the Métis nation which, fiom the early 1860s until his execution,
was Riei's primary focus? It was the Métis who initially requested Riel to lead them in
sethg up the provisionai govemment, whïch created Manitoba as a province. Has the

Métis' role in the creation of Manitoba as a province k e n forgotten, with concentration
being placed on the myths of Riel? Lastly, is the Métis' experience with marginalization

in historical and present times king ignored or negated, within the discourse of Riel?

Alttiough definkg this new - found respect as cultural appropriation may seem

harsh, it is an idea worth developing. In ''Notes on Appropriation", Métis
writedfümmaker Loretta Todd *tes

that the definition of appropriation originates in

cultural autonomy. Cultural autonomy symboiizes a nght to one's origins and histories as

told fiom within the culture and not as mediated from without. Culturai appropriation,
according to Todd, occurs when someone else "speaks for, tells, dethes, describes,
represents, uses or recruits the images, stories, experiences, dreams of others for theu

own?

At a time when Canadian unity and mtionhood is in question, isn't Riel, a
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bilingual leader with Native blood in him,appropriate(d) as a symbol for
Riel has become the instant hero that Brennan t a k about, but is he a hero to
mainstream society for the same rasons as the Métis? As Kaye suggests, it is problematic

to make the hero of one group serve as the representative of another Iarger group which
he opposed? This poses an obstacle for Métis who are attemptïng to establish
themselves as a nation. As Peter Kulchyski States, "Aboriginalpolitics are largely about
the continued assertion of difference; they are in great measure a politics of identity

concemed to ensure that distinctive Aboriginal cultures find a respected place in
Canadian society...Aboriginal politics are cultural politics."g7

The request made by the Manitoba Métis Federation to remove the 1971 sculpture
was viewed as a source of empowerment for the Métis nation. By requesting Lemay's

sculpture be replaced with a statesman - iike portrayd, the MMF was attempting to be
culnirally autonomous. It was a symbolic request, as DeLaronde suggested in a Métis

National Council press release. He describes the event as:

"I am making this rhetoricd question because of my ow experience. In July
1997,Iwent to a private viewing of Martin DuckWorth's documentary "Riel Country".
After the film was over, a discussion was held, about how Riel was a true Canadian hero,
because he fought for the rïghts of a22 Canadians. He was a symbol of Canadiau unity
because his fïrst language was French, but he spoke Engiish perfectly. When the Métis
were mentioned, people discussed how wonderfidly the Métis assimilated into European
culture, or to conhow so many Métis can be found intoxicsted, stumbiing down
Main Street in Winnipeg. One woman pointai out how fortunate it is that people aren't
racist towards Métis and other Fint Nations anymore.

an rances W. Kaye, "Any Important Form: Louis Riel in Sculpture" in &&ig
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The removal of a dark and p a i n . stain upon the memory and accompiishments
of Riel and Métis people. While the abstract statue may have been well
intended at the tirne, it has not k e n a source of inspiration or pride that Metis
people have been looking for. Had there k e n consultation with the Métis
people and other Manitobans, we wouid not have had to take these measures
today?
Throughout the controversy DeLaronde claimed that the majonty of Métis
wanted the abstracted sculpîure to be removed. However, many community members did
not agree with the MMF. Métis Guy Dumont suggested that:

The Riel monument as it now stands has probably evoked more controversy
and brought more attention to the Métis people than even our most eloquent
leaders. It underlies the mentality of an era when the Métis were still vimially
exciuded fiom the decision - making process?
Although Dumont respects the nrst sculpture, he does agree with DeLaronde about the

-

exclusion of Métis fiom the decision making process. It appears ironic that these Métis
are cornplaining about the exclusion of the Métis when Jean Allard, President of the

Union Nationale Métisse Saint - Joseph du Manitoba, lobbied for the sculpture. It is here
that the divergences among the Métis are apparent.

The Union Nationale Métisse's members are primarily "historical" Métis, who are

-

culturally Euro Canadian, but aware and proud of their indigenous roots, and the history
of their Métis ancestors. The activities of the Union Nationaie Métisse are directed
towards French - speaking Métis, and French was used h o s t exclusively in its
assemblies, which excluded those Métis who spoke ody English. Bruce Sealey suggests

-
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that,
These historicai Métis, both French and English, were largely acculturated to
either English or French-Canadiam. They were educated, economically self
sufficient and had a wedth of expertise which, if it had been avaiiable to the
Iess fortunate Métis, would have been of considerable assistance to the latterUnfortunately, some historicai Métis were contemptuous of their less forninate
brothea [and sisters] and stayed as far away fiom them and their problems as
much as possible.100
As Hall suggests, "Wecannot speak for very long, with any exactness, about 'one

-

expenence, one identity', without acknowledging its other side the ruptures and
discontin~ities."'~'

The divergences between members of the Métis Federation and members of the

Union Nationale Métisse is why when Ailard and Lemay were chained to the sculpture,
the concems for Métis nationhood were not acknowledged or dealt with by Aiiard or
Lemay. The Métis made their appeal to have the sculpture removed as a source of
empowerment for the Métis nation. However, during the controversy, Allard was
concerned with Riel king a Canadian hero, and Lemay's focus was on his rights as an
artist. Within the media reports and literatures about the controversy, neither Lemay nor
Allard approached the subject of the request k i n g about and for the Métis nation.
The issues that 1have examined, and the points that 1have tried to make in this
Chapter are as follows: Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, Métis nationhood has
existed. Louis Riel has had an integrai part in facilitating nationalistic ideais within Métis

-
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communities, historicaliy, and now symbollicly. At different times in Canadian society,
many Métis have clung to the ideals of nationhood as a source of empowerment It is

evident that nationhood has prevailed as a source of identity, and the search for cultural
autonomy in the setting up of the provisional govemment in 1869, the Métis Resistance
of 1884, the creation of the Métis Association of Alberta in 1929, the creation of the
MMF in 1969, and lady, the MMF's request to have Lemay's sculpture of Louis Riel

removed fiom the Legislative grounds.
Besides being exemplary of Métis nationhood, the MMFs request exposed other
matters. It displayed the positive and negative implications of the changing image of
Louis Riel in the Canadian context. As weU, the demand exposed the divisions that exkt
withîn the Métis communities, the differences of opinions that exist over Métis

nationhood, and the perceived role and rights of the Métis communities in Canada.The

MMF's request to have Lemay's abstracted sculpture removed fiom the Legislative
grounds was a syrnbolic gesture, based upon the respect for the past struggies of Riel and
the Métis nation, as weii as the contemporary search for respect, rights, and identity,
under the tenn "nation".

CHAPTER TWO

From the late 1960s until contemporary times, Louis Riel has k e n a subject for
contemporary artists. Besides Marcien Lemay, John Nugent, Jeff FunneIl, and J o b
Boyle have ail created images of Riel. Nugent was commissioned by the Saskatchewan
govemment to create a commerative sculpture. Funnell attempted to better undentand the
community in Winnipeg that he lives in, and Boyle used Riel as a symbol for his
Canadian nationalist beliefs. Their reasons for depicting Riel show how versatile the icon
of Riel can be for artists, communities and political parties in Canada. As Claude Rocan

suggests in the article "Images of Riel in Contemporary School Textboob", "the
examination of how Canadians interpret what Riel stood for becomes more than simply

an academic exercise. Rather, it becomes a window into the Canadian p~yche."'~'

The purpose of this chapter is to examine how Nugent, Funne11 and Boyle have
used the image of Riel in their artwork. 1 discuss their reasons for creating images of Riel,
as well as the issues surroundhg their porirayals that concern many Métis. I wili begin
by discussing John Nugent's sculpture, a partially nude Louis Riel that was removed

fkom the Saskatchewan Legislative grounds in 1991. Discussing Nugent's sculpture and
its removd fiom the Legislative grounds d o w s me to address the absence of an

Io2ClaudeRocan, "Imagesof Riel in Contemporary School Textbooksnin
of Louis Riel in C u i a n Cui(Holland: The Edwin Meilen Press,l992),p.94.
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Abonginal voice in major federai decision - makuig processes. 1will discuss John
Boyle's nationaiist art in reference to Riel and the Métis, examinhg the positive and
negative implications of his use of the Métis as a symbol for his own beliefs. Lastly, 1will
address Jeff Funnell's attempts to demystfi the icon of Riel by creating a cartoon series

which attempts to humanize him.

In the Iate 1960s, there was a "resurrection" of Louis Riel in mainStream Canadian
society. There were several reasons for this new concentration on the Métis leader. In
1967 there were Canada's Centennial celebrations, which enticed people to look for new
heroes, and develop an understanding of how Canada came to be. There was also Pierre
Elliot Trudeau's 1968 political campaign promise of creating a "just society", which

began the promotion of multi-culturalismand equd rights for a l i cana di an^.'^^ Lanly,
there was a new awareness of Native nghts which created an interest in Louis Riel.
As Duke Redbird mentions in his text We Are M&,

the 1960s was the decade of

"Red Power". This began around 1961, with the formation of the Nationai Indian
Council, Its members had ofien been educated in residential schoots, and found reserve

life unbearable. Therefore they moved into the cities. These new wban Aboriginals were
better educated, more aware, and less willing to accept discrimination. ï h e National
Indian Council was thus very vocal and articulate. As Redbird suggests, "The news media
was actively courted and certain politically onented Indians attained celebrity status in the

'03PierreElliot Trudeau, "The Values of a Just Society" in Towa Just Society,
edited by Thomas. S-Axworthy& Pierre Elliot Trudeau, (Onttario: Viking Publishings,
1990).
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white media"lu.

M e r the National Indian Councii ceased to exist in 1968, many more

organizations formed and disbanded, such as the National Métis Society (1968-70), which
brought about a new awareness of Native cultures. As weli, the Trudeau govemment's
policy of assimilation, known as the White Paper policy (1969), becarne a formative
event for Fllst Nations leaders, This policy, which was a contradiction of Trudeau's
promise of a just society (how can one argue for multiculturaiism and equality and then
ni11 marginalise First Peoples?), fuelled anger in many Abonginai people, and the federal
govemment had to withdraw the policy of assimilation in 1970.'05
This new interest in Native cultures by mainstream Canadian society facilitated an
appreciation for First Nations art. The Canadian art world and mainStream Canadian
society took an interest in the artwork of Ojibwa artist N o r d Morrisseau and Oji - Cree
artist Jackson Beardy. Momsseau was the first contemporary Abonginal artist to be

noticed by maulstream society, and who created art with a First Nations aesthetic. His
artwork was the first to be exhibited in art galleries in the mid - 6 0 s . ' ~Both he and
Beardy created what is now called the WoodIand School art Their art was about their
dreams, life expenences, and the stones and legends their grandparents told them. A
product of residential schools, these artists were aiïenated both within and outside their

I0(DukeRedbird, We Are Mete, (Ontario: Ontario Métis & Non Status Indian
Association, 1980),p.29.
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comrnunities. Beardy wrote an emotional and politically charged poem about king an

...As 1walk the dismal streets of this city,
Kicking a tin beer can ahead of me,
I think bitterly of that invisible govemment,
That took me away fÏom my folks so early,
Only to be used as a psychological sop,
To relieve society's major hang - up.
They denied me the right to experience
My identity and my cdture,
They denied me the right to experience
The intncacies of the White world,
Whiie they saipped me of my pride and dignity,
ui a secluded govemment boarding school,
During the twelve crucial years of my Me.
1 emerged a learned man with a hollow soul.
After a few faitering steps, 1fell flat on my face.
1 had never leamed to walk in either world.
1 was born of the noble Indian race,
Bred in the confines of a goverrunent test-tube,
And released a zombie. 'O7
The media, public, and politicians all took notice of new Native rights groups, Native a s

and the struggles that Beardy mentions in his poem.lO' However, as will be discussed in
this chapter, many people took notice on their own terms, and for theù own benefiî,

whether it be for econornic, political, or spirinial gain.

One poliucian who took notice of Aboriginal issues and used them to his political
advantage was Saskatchewan Liberal Premier, Ross Thatcher. In 1967, three weeks

'07KennethJames Hughes, "Jackson Beardy-Life and Art" in
Dimensions, vol. 14, #2, (Winnipeg, l979),p. 17.
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before a provincial election, Thatcher's govemment commissioned a commerative
sculpture of Riel.'*

In 1964, Saskatchewan's Creative Activities Subcommittee bad

planned to have a commerative monument of Riel erected for the celebrations of
e
Clement Greenberg
Saskatchewan's Diamond Jubilee in 1965. The S u b c o ~ t t e asked
for his opinion on who the artist should be. Greenberg, who had spent a summer at the
University of Saskatchewan's off - season painting workshop at Emma Lake, suggested
modemist sculptor John Nugent-"' Nugent had participated in the earlier Emma Lake
workshops in 1949, which helped to precipitate his regional, and modernist genre of art

-

making. A sculpture was never erected for the Diamond Jubilee, but three years later,

Ross Thatcher revived the cause to have Rie1 commerateci with a sculpture.

In 1967, Wilf Klein, Executive Dkctor of the Centennial Cornmittee in
Saskatchewan, asked Nugent to create a commerative sculpture of Louis Riel for $10,
000. Nugent, who needed the h d s to support bis family, agreed to do so. He read Joseph

Kinsey Howard's provocative book ShanneEmaire. In an emotiod, romantic, and
sympathetic manner, Howard attempts to show the stmggies of the Métis, other First
Peoples, and Louis Riel. The book moved Nugent emotionafly, and he viewed Riel as a
man ahead of his t h e , with as rnuch importance for the fiinire as for the past.
According to Nugent the problems discussed in Howard's book were still relevant

in the late 1960s. Aboriginal people were stili king mit~ginalisedby the Canadian

-
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government, and rnany people still felt that Riel was insane and a traitor. Nugent thus
believed that Riel needed a contemporary monument. He created two maquettes, one
modernist, and one representational."

'

If chosen to be erected, the modernist sculpture was to be made with twenty tons
of heavy steel, thnist to the height of thirty feet- The maquette depicts one thin, Iong piece
of steel that stands in the middle. On each side, there are two steel flanges, that are

approximately 3/4 the height of the middle piece (Figure 5). Nugent suggests the piece
symbolizes the soaring spirit and struggles of Louis Riel and the Métis."'

The two side

steel fianges, which almost but not quite reach the height of the middle steel piece,
perhaps represent the aspirations of the Métis never king fully realized.

The other maquette was a bronze representational figure piece. In a classical

manner, Riel is nude, except for a cloak which largely covers his genitals. His head and
right hand are thnist skyward, representing a final act of defiance before the Métis'

surrender to the troops of General Middleton at Batoche in 1885 (Figure 6). Nugent has
been quoted as saying, "It was the ultimate humiliation for the Métis. When Middleton's
army found them at Batoche, they had very Iittle. No shoes or food."

Il3

Thus it can be

assumed that his portrayai of Riel bearing nothing but a CIO&represents the ultimate
humiliation Nugent believes Riel and the Métis faced-

" 'Telephone

inte~ew
with John Nugent ,May 9, 1998.

" 3 ~ a v i Roberts,
d
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August 8,1991.

F i r e 5. John Nugent's Steel Louis Riel Maquette (1968)
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As Marcien Lemay had expressed about his sculpture, Nugent also believed that

with this sculpture viewers had to "look for what's inside the man, not the exterior". He
also stated that in Riel he found an "explosive and dynamic spirit, a kind of classical
tragic figure, a prophet finimated in his grand design by petty politiciax~s".'~~
Nugent,

who had a Catholic upbringing and education, implies that in Christian art, the nude
portrayal of religious figures is acceptable and c~rnplementary~
He therefore felt that a

-

nude pomayal of Riel was appropriate, because Riel was a French Catholic, and at one
~ has k e n quoted
point in his life believed himself to be a prophet of the new ~ o r l d . "Riel

as saying, "SinceDecember 8, 1875, the year I was banished, God has appointed me his
prophet, and al1 my points are as clear as water of the purest fountah" ' l6
Ross Thatcher reacted negatively to the modernist maquette. He caiied a special
session in the Legislature to ask representatives of the art communities for their advice as
to which sculpture would be appropnate. Although the art comrnunities preferred
Nugent's modem piece, Thatcher asked Nugent to create the representationd piece.
Although this was not the exact sculpture Thatcher had in muid, he would have preferred
one showing Riel in a suit, Nugent was commissioned to create his nude Riel, wearing a
short cloak,

'"
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Figure 6. John Nugent's Sculpture of Louis Riel (1968)

Controversy also arose between Nugent and Thatcher over the height of the
pedestal for the sculpture!. Thatcher wanted it to be thirty - N o inches off the ground,
while Nugent wanted it to be eighteen inches. Nugent insisted that the pedestai be
lowered before he would hand over his sculpture. With Prime minister Pierre Elliot
Trudeau making a special visit for the unveiling ceremony, Thatcher had no choice but to
give in to Nugent.'18

in her article "AnyImportant Fom: b u i s Riel in Sculpture", Frances Kaye
discusses the controversy over Nugent's sculpture, concentrathg on Thatcher's political
purposes, and federal public policy towards First Peoples. Through her research, she
found that many people in Regina believed that Thatcher commissioned the scuIpture
purely as a political measure. By commissioning a commerative sculpture of Riel,
Thatcher could present himself as a "&end" to Fkst Peoples tbree weeks before an
election in which he hoped to attract Métis, Non-Status and First Nations support. Kaye
writes, "Whether or not Thatcher ever aaiculated the god to himself, he seems to have

undemood that in his Riel - for he made it his Riel statue - he was reinventing the Indian,
taking him away fkom the iikes of Malcolm N ~ r r i s "and
~ the NDP and setting him up as

the bourgeois, Europeanized, assimilated man."'"

"8Ross Miller, "Nugent Sees Riel as Conte~~iporary
Man" in The Leader-Post,
October 2, 1968.
" ~ a l c o l mNorris was a vocal Metis who was a member of the NDP party in
Saskatchewan at the time of the sculpture commissioning.
'*?Frances Kaye, "AnyImportant Form: Louis Riel in Sculpture" in m
Vo1.22, No. 1,1997 p. 114.
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Kaye suggests that Thatcher did not really undentand the meanhg of his "pet
symbol". Thatcher cornmissioned a commerative sculpture of Riel, in order to gain votes
of a group of newly enfhchised indigenous people. However, a recent book written by
Blair Stonechild, titledhtae~-1

and the North - West Rebellipn, suggests

that among First Nations communities there have ofien been feelings of resentment

towards Louis Riel. Stonechild attempts to negate any voluntary involvement of First
Nations with the Métis Resistmce of 1885. He suggests that if Indians did get involved, it
was because they were forced by Métis militants. He therefore views Riel as a

problematic character, whose goals and influence on the Métis had a negative effect on
western First Nations communities. Stonechild writes,
One of the biggest sturnbling blocks to the resolution of these and other
problems is the persistent myth that the Indians and Métis acted in concert
during the North-West RebeUion. Contrary to popular belief, the Indians of
western Canada did not look to Louis Riel for leadership; nor were they unable
to th& and act for themselves during the diff?cult transitional period foiiowing
the disappearance of the b u f f d ~ . ' ~ '

in addition, ui his article "Métis Militant Rebels", David Lee shows that not al1
Métis agreed with the Resistance (an issue not discussed in StonechiId's text; Stonechild
often generalizes about Métis sentiments). Lee attempts to examine the range of opinion
in the Métis communities regarding the notion of rebellion. As weii as acknowledging the

obvious support for Riel (although he suggests it was oflen due to people king gullible
and in awe of Riel), Lee addresses those Métis who were successfully adjusting their

'"Blair Stonechild,Biii Waiser, Lovai Death-and
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lifestyles to meet the demands of an intniding Euro-Canadian society. He aiso discusses
certain Métis who petitioned the govemment to be included in Treaty No.4 in 1876. They

Iived their lives closely with and among the Cree and Saulteaux communities around
Cypress Hills, ~askatchewan.'" Because these Métis lived similar lifestyles to the Cree
and Saulteawc communities, they believed that they should also have treaty rights. Thus,
it can be assumed that because Riel and his followers posed problems for many First
Peoples who were signing treaties, or interested in doing so, some people in the late
1960s in Saskatchewan would not appreciate an image of Louis Riel.

In a recent interview John Nugent suggested that it was the responsibility of
Thatcher to ask First Peoples what or who they would want commerated with a sculpture.
Nugent stated that it was not his responsibility, perhaps because it was a commission
fiom the provincial govemment, and not a piece he did on his own initiative. Nugent
believes that the majority of Métis would have preferred a sculpture of Gabriel Dumont,
who was Louis Riel's military assistant during the Métis Resistance of 1885. According to
Nugent, Riel is the white man's symbol, and Dumont the Aboriginal one?

Métis Gabriel Dumont was one of the four men who rode to Montana in 1884 to
ask Riel to lead the Métis of the Northwest Their hope was that Riel could enforce Métis
rightç, as he had in 1870 in Manitoba. Dumont has often been described by historians as

being more militant than Riel, and more willing to use violence against Canadian

'"David Lee, "The Métis Militant Rebels of 1885" in C
XXI,3,1989.
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soldiers. Dumont was also different fiom Riel because he was uneducated, and could
neither read nor write. He grew up on the Plains, surviving as other Métis did: on buffalo

hum. He was considered a great hunter and leader, and in later years, became captain of
the buffalo hunt, the highest position in Métis communities. In contrast, Riel was
educated in Euro - Canadian institutions, was a school tacher in Montana when Dumont
asked for his help, spoke both Engiish and French, and for the most part, dressed in

European style clothing. ïhatcher was partly correct, then, in viewing Riel as a
Europeanized man. Thatcher's belief that ali Abonginals should assirnilate into the
dominant society and be educated was n ~ t - "Ifhe
~ had consulted First Peoples about

these issues, he would have surely found out that for many, Riel was not a source of
inspiration.

-

The representational life size sculpture was unveiled on October 2, 1968, and
stood just north of the Saskatchewan Legislative building. Nugent was not invited to the
unveihg, and as had happened at the unveiling of lemay's sculpture, no Métis or Fust
Nations leaders was asked to speak.
Kaye suggests that Thatcher needed the image of Riel he tried to create, as a
symbol of what he wanted to do for - or to - Aboriginals. Not inviting any First Peoples
to speak suggests that his plans were to speak for them on govenunent policy. Although

he was perhaps sincere in wanting to "helpt'Native peoples, his offer to conshuct better

lives was on his own terms. He was willing to aid people, if they were wiliing to become

124~rances
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what "hisRiel" was: assimilated, educated Europeankd?

in 1991, Nugent's nude sculpture of Riel was taken down, and moved to the
vauIts of the MacKenzie Art Gallery. The Saskatchewan Family Foundation had lobbied
the provincial govenunent to have it removed, because members of the Métis community
had cornplained about the nudity of the sculpture. They found Nugent's portrayal an
unacceptable cornmernoration of Riel. ClifTord Laroque, a Métis, suggested, "This has
been a thom in the side of the Métis people for years. If that's the kind of recognition
we're going to get, they might as well throw it in the lake."'26 He also suggested that the
statue is demoralking for Métis people and is historically inaccurate.

One reason why Métis might have found the sculpture demoralizing was the habit
of many young children of peering up the cloak for "a lesson in human anatomy, not

hi~t~~y."'~~
Also, as with many public sculptures, Nugent's Riel was vandalized. This
vandalism included spray painting the genitalia bnght orange, an action reminiscent of
the penis on Lemay's sculpture k i n g cut off. Nugent was not too disturbed about the
vandalism, because he believes it's part of the Me of a public sculpture. Lemay on the
other hand, lobbied the provincial govemment to ailow him to repair his Riel sculpture

'"Ibid.
'26KevinO'Connor, "Riel Statue to be Moved" in The Leader-Po% Augun 2,
1991.

'"David Roberts, "Scantily Clad Riel to Leave Legis1ature"in Globe
August 8, 199 1.
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after the vandaiism became excessive

."'

As with Lemay's sculpture, there was a negative reaction fiom members of the
public to the removal of the sculpture. in a Letter to the editor in the Regina Leader-Po*
Rand E-Teed stated, "It is unfortunate that the critics do not have the vision it represents
and that the current govenunent does not have Riel's strength of character."'" Muriel

K-Griffin, asserted that "It surprises me that the Métis gentlemen who apparently started
rhe fuss over our one reai statue could not see the grace and dignïty expressed in the face
These statements, made by people who positioned
and figure of his country~nan."'~~

themselves as being Euro - Canadian in their letters, imply a lack of regard for different
cultural views and struggles. How Riel is portrayed in art, and the reactions to these
images, directly aEects the Métis more than anyone else. The Métis concems can be
interpreted as not only being about art, but also about the lack of having ou.voices heard
in mainstrearn Canadian society. If Riel is portrayed as king in "utter humiliation" for
the occurrences of 1885, that affects the esteem of some contemporary Métis.
Despite these reactions, there were other members of the public who supported
the Métis' request. One unnamed reporter for the Leader-Pos suggested "Ifindeed such a

move can overcome a slight against the Métis, who presumably are supposed to feel

"'CARFAC Manitoba Press Release, "Restoration of the Louis Riel Statue",
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honoured, nor humiliated by the Riel statue, the move has some merit""' This comment
acknowledges that it is the Métis who are most af5ected by imagery of Riel. Journaiist
Ron Petrie also made an interesting and supportive point for the Métis. He declared,
"Imagine if you dare, the likely reaction of the Saskatchewan public if a statue of, say
Tommy Douglas, John Diefenbaker or Ross Thatcher were unveiled in front of the
Legislative Building and, like the Riel piece, portrayed the man with his genitalia
exposed. The artïst would be run out of town, his body covered with black-and-blue
welts, that's what would happen-"'"
Petrie's comment brhgs up two issues. The first is that in Canada, there is a Iack

-

of nude portrayals of Euro Canadian heroes. When Euro - Canadian histoncal figures,
such as John A-MacDonald, Lord Selkirk., or Queen Victoria are commerated with public
sculptures, they are always clothed. These histoncal figures were di powemù, respected
people, and it c m therefore be argued that because of their prestige, they are porirayed
f d l y dressed. The other issue that Petrie's comment brings up is how some view Riel as a

prophet, and othen as a politician. Nugent describes Riel as a prophet, and believes that

in Christian art, there is a tradition to portray important religious figures in a nude form.
Believing Riel to be a religious figure, Nugent chose to depict Riel half - nude. Petrie,
and many others, view Riel as a politician, who should be treated in the same manner as

other politicians in the realrn of commerative sculpture.

131
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Despite the similarities in responses, requests, and actions taken around Nugent's
sculpture, the controversy that amse in Saskatchewan was smaller than the one over

Lemay's portrayal in Manitoba. One possible reason is Nugent's attitude towards the
sculpture that was placed by the Legislature. Nugent, and memben of the arts community
had preferred his steel maquette, but Thatcher wanted a more representational image.

From the beginning of the commission, disagreements had arisen between Thatcher and
Nugent over what kiad of sculpture to erect, where it would be placed, and how high the

base would be. Perhaps because of Thatcher's intrusion into the creative process, Nugent
felt that the sculpture placed at the Legislatue was not one of his best pieces. He stated,
"It was a bit of a potbiler. I'd rather they just return it to me or move it out onto the lake
ice in winter. Then in the S p ~ itgwould sink down dong with aii the controver~y."'~~
During the contmversy over Nugent's sculpture in 1991, the Métis Society of
Saskatchewan announced it would like a new statue of Louis Riel to be created and put in

-

the place of Nugent's half nude portrayd. President of the Métis Society Jim Durocher
suggested that Native artists should be considered to create a new sculpture, one that
would be "redistic, dignified, and respectfül." As other Métis persons had declared with

reference to Lemay's sculpture, Durocher felt that Riel should be "recognized for the hero
he is".'" Despite Durocher's statement, a statesman - like sculpture was never erected to

replace Nugent's modernist one. Instead the sculpture was replaced by a cairn

'"~avidRoberts, "Scantilyclad Riel to leave Legislature" in Globe m
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commerating Riel's trial. It was erected by the producen of a play entitled n e T

u

Louis Riel. and by the Chamber of C~mmerce.'~'

ïhroughout the controversies over Lemay's and Nugent's sculptures, it was a
necessity to have the sculptures removed fiom the legislative grounds as a source of
empowerment for members of the Métis nation. However, ~ o m ~ s s i o n i talented
ng
Aboriginal artists to create cornmerative sculptures of Riel was not a pnonty. Even

though Durocher wanted a Native artist to be commissioned to m a t e a new sculpture?it

never happened. In Manitoba, there was no consideration given to hiring a Native
sculpter, because board members of the Manitoba Métis Federation wanted to give the

contract to Lemay, as a symbol of their gratitude to him. Perhaps if there was an emphasis
put on not only having the sculptures removed, but having new ones created by Native
artists, a greater sense of pride could have been estabfished for the Métis. A Métis

presence at both legislative grounds could have been feltWhen discussing the controversy over Nugent's sculpture, there are several things
that become apparent. Although Nugent's sculpture was ultimately about Louis Riel and

the Métis, the sculpture ended up king for non-Aboriginal persons living or visiting
Regina. The sculpture was chosen by non-Natives and created by a non-Native. It was
erected at a time when many First Peoples began vocalinng theu concerns. Liberal
Premier Ross Thatcher's decision to have a commerative sculpture erected was a symbol
of his political position. The request to have it removed was a symbol of Métis
nationhood and empowennent.

'3S~rances
W. Kaye, "Any Importaut Form: Louis Riel in Sculpture", 1997,~.
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Benedict Anderson writes that a nation is an imagined political community
because, "regardless of the achial inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each, the
nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal c~mradeship."'~~
For First Peoples Living
within a larger nation - state that has colonized them during the process of nation

-

building, these sentiments of comradeship c m be flattering, but also troubling. Believing

in a united equal nation can mean acknowledging a culture's presence, roles in nation creating, and the existence of its history and thriving culture. However, in an attempt to

find equal comradery within a nation, the emphasis can also silence peripheral people,
because energy is given to discussing the achievements and smiggles of the larger nation
-state. The experiences of colonized peoples then, become those of the larger nation state. This in tum marginalises those who are attempting to have their struggles with the
larger nation known within mainStream society.
In the artwork of John Boyle, the flattery, and the silencing, of the Métis are both
present. John Boyle is a painter*sculpter, fihmaker, writer and teacher. He grew up in
London, and presently resides in AlIenford, Ontario. His work has been extensively
exhibited in Canada in galleries such as the Winnipeg Art Gallery and the Art Gallery of

s or ont o.'^' Some of his pieces can be found in the collections of the National Gallery of
Canada, the Canada Council Art Bank, and the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.
As new memonais were king erected, and celebrations occurring for Canada's

'36BenedictAnderson, m e d C o d t i e s , (London,New York: Verso
Publishing, 1991),p.7.
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Centennial in 1967, Boyle began searching for hgments of a Canadian identity. In
Boyle's Rebel Seriest 196n and Batoche Sened 1 9751 a fonn of artistic Canadian soul-

searching is present. Boyle asseris, "Who better than the artists to help recreate o u .
country in a way that wili enrich the family of nations? What better subject for me than
my own land and people?""' His words "my own land and people" can imply two things:

possession, or beiieving in a unique, common culturai identity among Canadians. Stuart

Hall suggests there are at least two different ways of thinkllig about cultural identity. He
writes about the f3st marner:

The first position defines 'cuiniral identity' in ternis of one, shared culture, a sort
of collective 'one mie self hiding inside the many other, more superficial or
artificially imposed 'selves', which people with a shared history and (or) ancestry
hold in common. Within the tenns of this definition, our cultural identities reflect
the common historical experiences and shared cultural codes which provide us, as
'one people', with stable, unchanging and continuous fiames of reference and
meaning, beneath the shifting divisions and vicissitudes of our actuai hi~tory-"~

In Boyle's artwork, it is apparent that he considers Canada as king "one people" and one
nation, instead of many smailer nations within a larger one. For people attempting to have
their experiences and histones within Canada achowledged, these ideals can pose a
problem,
Boyle, who is ultimately proud to be Canadian, is troubled by one of Canada's
closest neighbours, the United States. He feels that Amenca has far too much presence in

Canada, and that it is an oppressive force to ail Canadians. Robert Fulford recapinilates

13%hn Boyle, "From the Periphery" io lphO Rovle - A Retrospective. (London:
London Regionai Art and Historical Museums, 1991),p. 12.

-

'39StuartH A , "Culturai Identity and Diaspora" in C o l d D i s c ~ ~ rand
s e Post
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m o d u c t i o n . (Cambridge: University Press, 1993),p.3 93.
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Boyle's beliefs, stating that "Canadiansknow more about America than imy other nonAmericans and are more influenced by it because to a large extent Amerka is the very air
we breathe...Canadians ofien say that they shed one sort of colonialism. English. Only to
embrace immediately another fom, Amencan." '"
Boyle suggests that aU Canadians experience the effects of colonization. He States,
My work is now to study the people and the country of Canada, the Atlantis
of the North, the Iand that might have ken, to reconstruct their customs,
practices, rites, and myths, and to record them in word and painted image as a
lesson to the world, and in particular to the other peripheral cultures of the
world. 14'
Although Boyle ackoowledges that people have been marginalised in Canada, he does not
g
Nor does he admit that the nation
position himselfas being part of the c o l o ~ culture.
Canada colonizes people living on this land. In fact, he views himseif as also k i n g
peripheral, which is problematic to people who have not had the same advantages, ri@,

-

and privilege as Boyle. It is important to note that Boyle is a successful, Euro Canadian,
Engiish-speaking male artist. Suggesting all Canadians including himself are peripheral,

and not admittllig that within Canada, bis race and gender have privilege, creates the
same colonization he claims to s m e r fkom. At the same time, his suggestion that the
United States is a colonizing force in Canada is justifie4 as it can be argueci that this
continent is dominated by the United States. The impact of the United States on Canada is
a big concern for Boyle, and his own persona1 shuggles with that c o u n t ~and
~ , feelings of

'*~obertFulford, ''Art On the Edge of Empire" in &tnews September,
1974,p.25.
I4'John Boyle, "From the Penphery", 1991,p. 12.

marginalization should not be dismissed.
Boyle believes that the Canada he has learned to love is slipping away due to
Americanization, Quebec separatism, and the trivialization of Canadian expenence and
history. He suggests that the country is in danger, and it is his job to undertake its cultural

archaeology. For Boyle, it is thus necessary to establish a unique Canadian identity and
history. He uses art as a way to give his interpretation of what it means to be Canadian.

Boyle States,
For me, of course, the fact that my work dealt with Canadian material had to
do with the fact that my H e was king led in Canada among Canadians. With
great effort I pulled myself clear of the wash of what passes for A d c a n culture
and learned to love myself. 1could go on listing the effects of my cultural
liberatio~andeach additional entry would represent a measure of the depth of my
marginalization within Canadian ~ociety."~
In his role as a Canadian nationaiist, Boyle began creating art that included the
presence of people he found interesting. He creaîed images of these people, often tying
them to his own experiences growing up in Ontario. Many of his paintings depicted
multiple persons, such as Stephen Leacock and Chief Poundmaker, who were not
necessarily related to each other in their stories and experiences. However, for Boyle they
were related through him and his various interests.'"

In 1967,when there was a new surge of interest in Riel, Boyle created a piece

-

entitied Rebel Series. On a double sided wood triptych, Boyle created images of persons
he believed were rebels. In the right corner of the fkont panel piece is an image of Louis

-

142John
Boyle, "Frorn the Periphery" in J&n Bovle A Retrospective. 1991,p.9,11.
14'phone interview with John Boyle, A p d 9, 1998.
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Riel. Below Riel is a portrait of Woody Guthrie, the American folk singer, protestor and
songwriter. Guthrie appears to be wrapped in a blanket, which has an image of a
Doukhobor immigrant on it The Doukhobors are a Russian religious sect who were
exiled fiom Russia by the Czar in 1895. They emigrated to western Canada, only to

continue to experience discriminatioa"'

h the middle of the piece is Chief Big Bear

(1853-85). Chief Big Bear, a Cree, is lcnown for having refused to sign a treaty in the late

19th century. He had spent several years trying to secure an alliance of the western bands
in order to force Ottawa to provide them with better solutions.'45 Big Bear was jaiied at

StonyMountain Penitentiary in Manitoba afier the Métis Resistance of 1885, for allegedly
being a strong supporter of Riel. He died shortly afier king released. On the right side of
Big Bear is another image of Riel (Figure 7). To Boyie, these men are Canadian heroes,

even if they were against the nation he so adamantiy believes in.
Boyle did extensive research on the men portrayed in fiebel Series, and used

photographs to create images of them. The images of Riel that he painted portray him as a
statesman, wearing a suit, and looking "dignified". Boyle's portrayals of Riel greatiy
contrat with Lemay's and Nugent's nude sculptures, which were created around the same
time. Examining the controversies over Lemay's and Nugent's sculptures, and the recent
lobbying by some Métis to have Riel decreed a Father of Codederation, it can be
assurned that many Métis wodd appreciate Boyle's portrayai. Boyle created this piece in

'"Ivan Avakumovic, George Wdcock, The Boykbobors, (Toronto: McClelland
& Stewart Ltd, 1977).

"'~lairStonechild, L o v
(Calgary: Fifth Houe Ltd, 1997),p.106.
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the late 1960s. when First Peoples were beginning to demand their voices be heard.

Perhaps this piece suggests that Boyle was listening.

In photographs, Riel appears to be assimilated, educated and a Europeanized
man. Riel is aiways seen wearing a suit, looking tidy and "respectable" (His feet, which
aiways bore rnoccasins. are never seen). However, it is debatable whether he wanted to be
assimilated by Euro-Canada, or whether he dressed in this manner as an attempt to be
respected by non-Native persons. F m t z Fanon suggests b t leaders of colonized nations
go through three phases during their process of leadership, the first king a period of

"unqualifiedassimiiation".He suggests that often it can be seen in leader's writings.
Fanon States,

In the fïrsî phase, the native inteiiectual gives proof that he has assimilated
the culture of the occupying power. His writings correspond point by point
with those of its opposite numben in the mother country. His inspiration is
European and we can easily link up these works with dennite trends inthe
literature of the mother country.'"
When reading samples of Riel's writings, it appears that Fanon's description of
Native leaders is applicable to him. Riel's ability to articulate himself through the written
word was probably due to king educated in Canadian institutions. This c m be seen in
the "Proclamation to the People of the North-West", written in 1870, shortly after the Red

River Resistance had ended. Riel writes, "Elevated by the Grace of Providence and the

-

suffrages of my fellow citizens to the highest position in the Govemment of rny country,

"~rantz Fanon, "On National Culture" indPost-Colod
Theory, edited by Patrick Willians,Laura Chrisman, (New York: Coloumbia University
Press, 1994),p.40.

1 proclairu that peace reigns in our midst this day."

Fanon suggests that after the penod of "unqualified assimilation", the Native
leader becomes disturbed with colonization. The leader then decides to remember what
hekhe is. But since the Native is not a part of hidher people, and only has exterior
' example is
relations with hidher people, he/she is content to recall their Life ~ n l y . ' ~An
this poem written by Riel in 1870:
Je suis métisse et je suis orguieilleuse
D'appartenir a cette nation
Je sais que Dieu de sa main genereuse
Fait chaque peuple avec attention
Les métis sont un petit peuple encore
Mais vous pouvez voir deja leurs destins
Être hais comme iis sont les honore.
Us ont deja rempli de grands desseins."'

In the l m phase, which Fanon caiis the fighting phase, the Native leader, "after
having tried to lose himself in the people, and with the people, wili on the contrary shake
the people". ïhe leader then tums himselfherself into an awakener of the people. At this

stage a fighting Literature is produced, a revolutionary Literature, a national Literature.'"
An example is this following poem written by Riel:

One &y Ontario
Tried to invade our land.
A f h e trio was spying on us:
Mair, Snow, Schultz were seeking some butter

llective WritiDps of lauis Riel. vo1.4

?Frautz Fanon, "On National Culture" in n e Wretched of the F d (New York:
Grove Press, 1968),p.4 1

To grease their bread at our expense:
But these miserable people
Found nothing but a s~ufile.'~*
There are some people who believe because Riel was educated, well - mannered,
articulate in his writhg, and sometimes wore European clothing, he wanted to be

assimilated into Euro - Canadian culture. However, Fanon's description of leaders of
colonized nations, suggest otherwise, If Riel's motives helped in the creation of C

e

it was not necessarily intentional.

In 1975, Boyle created the Batoche Senes, ten paintings based on the Métis
Resistance of 1885, which took place in Batoche, Saskatchewan. Taking images fiom
penod photographs, Boyle painted various portrayals of the key figures, or occurrences in
the story of the Resistance. In 1975 the Theâtre Passe Muraille East in Toronto presented

an experimental play, interpreting the Batoche Series with action and dialogue. Boyle
said in an interview that he did not want the play to be a debate about whether Riel was a
statesman or insane prophet. Nor did he want people to interpret Riel and the Métis as
"noble savages". His hope was to "jar peopleftwhen they saw the experimental play. 15'

The images in this series can be interpreted in various ways.
One painting in the senes, titled Batoche (Figure 8), depicts a battlefield in
Batoche during the Resistance. There are two dead bodies in the foreground, and behind
them on prairie soil, are Métis fighters .The front figure looks twisted, suggesting that

1s

-

Waggie Siggins,9
v
(Toronto: HarpeCollins
Publishers Ltd, 1994),p.69.
by phone with John Boyle, Aprii 9, 1998.
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his struggle for sunival, and then subsequent death were agoniring. Boyle's painting
indicates that he wants to show tribulations did occur on this land. However, who was the
fight for, or against? Benedict Anderson concedes that, "Dying for one's country, which
usually one does not choose, assumes a mord grandeur, Dying for the revolution draws
its grandeur fiom the degree to which it is felt to be something fündamentally pure."1"

In the piece m

e Bastards Figure 9) Boyle is critical of the Canada he lives in-

On the left is an older Gabriel Dumont, Iooking somewhat haggard. In the midde is an

image of a hanging First Nations man, a reminder that First Nations people, whether they

supported Riel and the Métis or not, d e r e d fiom the Métis Resistance at Batoche. On
the right is Riel, also hanging. This piece is a remuider of the atrocities that occurred in

Canadian nation - building. Here it appears that Boyle acknowIedges that these men
stniggled against the nation of Canada.
In another piece entitled Drawine Room (Figure IO), Boyle attempts to establish a
comection between the figures and himself. On the lefi is an image of weli - known

Canadian painter Tom Thomson. Boyle, who believes that Canada needs to establïsh a
particular painting genre, idolizes Thomson for painting "Canadian" landscapes. Behuid
Thomson is an image of a buffalo, a reminder of how Métis once lived, with their
sunival and livelihood depending on buffalo hunts. When the buffalo became

-

endangered so did an important way of Métis Me. In the centre is ex Prime minister

John Diefenbaker, who met Dumont when he was a child. According to Boyle, Dumont
was a hero to Diefenbaker, and not a traitor. On the nght is Gabriel Dumont after his

IRBenedictAnderson, Imagioed Co-

. . 1991,p.144.

pardon from the Canadian govemment. Dumont is wearing the Queen's medals, a
contradictory emblem to Dumont's actions in devising military actions against the Queen
and the Canadian govemment (Figure 10).
The image of Dumont in the piece titled Gabriel (Figure 11) is very diffierent from
the one in prawing Room. Dumont is nude, wearing a hat, and holding a gun. This piece
goes together with one titied ma del th^ (Figure 11): a portrayai of a Chipewyan
woman who represented the Chippewas to the Canadian Legislative Assembiy and Queen

Victoria, in an effort to prevent the theft of Native land by the Canadian govemment. She

too, is nude, with nothing but a scarfaround her neck. The background patterns of these
pieces are wall stencils fiom a Presbyterian church in Ailenford, built in 1867-Boyle
states about this piece, "Some would see nudes as disrespectfùl. 1 wanted to humaoize the
people. No one is more or less than hu~nan.""~
Over Dumont's penis is a han& probably

that of Thanadelthur. The presence of the hand tums this piece into an image of sexuality.
Zt is questionable why Boyle would feel it necessary to "humanizenthese two figures- 1s it

because people do not view them as such? Also, why is it socially acceptable to portray

-

Abonginal heroes nude, but Euro Canadian heroes are dways clothed? AIthough within
the visual arts nude portraya1 is acceptable, to persons not versed in art history these

images could be extremely troubling.
Accordiog to Ruth B. Phillips, nude portrayals can be problematic to Fim
Peoples, particularly Woodland Indians. In "Glimpses of Eden: Iconographie ïhemes in

Huron Pictonal Tou&

Art" (1991), she examines the different figure portrayals in

'"Phone Interview with John Boyle, April9, 1998.

pictorial moose hair embroidery created by Native and non - Native women. She
describes a pictorial moose hair embroidery on the bark bottom of a wornen's reticule

created by a non - Native woman, which shows an image of a First Nations man in a
breechclout, brandishïng a weapon before his femaie cornpanion. Philiips writes that in
contrast to this image First Nations embroiderers always depicted themselves in fidl dress

- up regalia She wrïtes, "We know that elaborate costumes was a highly important form
of aesthetic and symbolic expression among Woodiands Indians that has retained its
imporîance into this century...To Indians they were signs of specific ethnic identity as
well as the well-being that was traditionaily expressed through the wearing of fine
clothing."'" It can be speculated that an image of a nude Indian would symbolize the

opposite of weil - king to many Aborigiaals. Thus, the status of hero is taken away for
First Peoples viewing Boyle's piece, and instead are images of degraded, sexuaiized

people.

In the piece Hero of the Northwest. Boyle attempts to tie smiggles in the late lgh century to problems in the 20' century (Figure 12). On the left is an image of a Métis
woman in a Red River cart, with Gabriel Dumont sitîïng beside her. In the background

are the same wall stencils found in the two pieces mentioned above. Beside Dumont are
two mug shots of Marc Carboneau and Jacques Lanctot, the kidnappers of British trade
commissioner James Cross during the FLQ cnsis in 1970. In this piece Boyle is
attempting to suggest that the same acts of discrimination that led to the Métis resistances

'"Ruth B-Phillips, "Glimpses of Eden: Iconographic Themes in Huron Pictorial
Tourist Art" in Native h e r i c a n S
m 52, 1991,p.25,26.

Figure 12. fferoes of _thp N o r t h w a John Boyle ( 1975)

-

in the late 19'" century continued in the 20th.

Ernest Gellner suggests that "nationaiist ideology s a e r s fiom pervasive fdse
consciousness. Its myths invert reality: h claims to defend folk culture while in fact it is
forging a high culture: it claims to protect an old folk society while in fact helping to
build up an anonymous mass society."'" In the art of John Boyle, the contradictions of
nationalist ideology are apparent, In an attempt to defend, to use Gellner's tem, "folk
culture", Boyie aids in creating a "highculture". In an attempt to negate the power

relations between Aboriginals and Euro - Canadians, and inchde the "hidden histories"

(this inclusion of "hidden histones" is a positive step), the divisions become more
relevant. However, there are also positive implications in his art. Boyle created the Rebel
Series and the Batoche Seriel at a time when First Peoples were just beginning to have
their presence on this land known. By creating these works, and exhibiting in gaiieries,
Boyle exposed gallery visitors to the struggles and histories of First Peoples, albeit his
interpretation. Another positive aspect is how he portrayed Riel- As can be seen with the
two controveaies that occurred over Lemay's and Nugent's public sculptures of Riel,

many Métis want Riel to be recognized as a statesman. In the images by Boyle, Riel is
portrayed as suchMichael Greenwood suggests that in the artwork of Boyle, "The message is clear
and eloquent Herein lies the tnie heroism of Canadian history; the land, and the people
whose courage and endurance built the nation, are commemorated with dignity and with a

'5SEmestGellner, N a t i o w d Natil983),p, 124.

(London: Corneil University Press,

powerful sobriety of means befitthg the subject"" With the Rebel Series and the

-

Batoche Series, Boyle plays the role of nationai myth - maker. The act of myth creating

can pose a problem to many Firn Peoples living on this land. Gai1 Valaskakis writes,

"Like our discourse, our comunities are not cemented in unity or belonging, but in the
transformation and ciifference which is constructed in our ongoing stmggle with power
relations. And this dynamic process of building and re-building individual and collective
identity centes in conflicting social imaginaries and their ideological rne~sages."'~
Both Nugent and Boyle created their art pieces in the late 1960s, when there was a
new interest in Riel. As texts such as Joseph Kinsey Howard's- S

became

well - known, and art senes and commerative sculptures of Riel were created, myths
around Riel developed. It is important to note, that as mainStream Canadian society
apparently became more tolerant, the myth of Riel changed. There were those, such as

Howard, Lemay, Nugent and Boyle, who chailenged the "fact" that Riel was a traitor. Riel
became a new icon, one that would be used according to people's own interests, cultures,

and beliefs.
In 1985, Jeff Fumel1 attempted to challenge the established myths and stereotypes
about Riel and the Métis with the _Riel Senes. Jeff Funnell resides in Winnipeg
Manitoba, and is an artist and teacher of painting and drawing in the Visual Arts

"'Michael Greenwood, "John Boyle - Pavilioned Heroes" in mCanad&
July/August, 1981,p.12.
"'Gai1 Gufhne Valaskakis, "Sacajawea and Her Sisters: Images and
Indians",M.Burgess & G.Vailaskakis
C a w a (Montreai: Oboro,
1995),p.3
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Department at the University of Manitoba. Funnell, who in 1966 participated in the
Emma Lake Workshop, has had his artwork exhibited in several western gaüeries, such as
the Plug - In Gallery, the Glenbow Museum, and the Mendel Art Gallery.'" Some of his
pieces c m be found in the collections of the Art Gallery of Windsor and the Canada

Council Art BankA successful professor and artist, Jeff Funneii hzrs created politically - charged art

that challenges mainStream thougbt Donald Goodes suggests that "His relation to art

production and the social privilege which cornes with being an artist and professor are not
Funneil fosters an anti taken as givens, but instead undergo relentless s~rutiny."'~~
establishment morality which, according to Goodes, erupted in the late - Modernist
penod, coming out of the practices of conceptuai artFunnell has exhibited an interest in understanding the community he lives in, and
a concem for what happas there. An example is the 1991 exhibition Notes From the
Inauest, a collection of eighty - four sketches Funneli made while attending the two- week

inquest into the fatal shooting of John Joseph Harper. In 1988 John Joseph Harper, an
innocent First Nations man who was walking home, was shot by Winnipeg Police
Constable Robert Andre Cross. Cross mistook Harper for a thief the police were tracking
on foot. FunneIl went to the hearings because he was concemed about this Iocai event. He
made various sketches, not to create an artwork, but as notes to himself, and as a way to

lS8 W i n n i p g ~ o t e Frs
the hueaPlug-in Gallery, 1989:C a l g a r y . S u z a n n M
. . Mendel Art Gallery, 1987.
FunnelL Glenbow Museum,1973:Saskatoon, m
r

'S9~onald
Goodes, "Lookingfor Justice: Not Lying, Speaking the Tmth in Notes
fiom the Inaues? (Alberta: Southem Alberta Art Gallery, March 22-Apd 2 1, 199l),p. 10.
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keep hunself hterested in the legal procedures. When Cross was exonerated, the sketches

took on the role of a social documentary artwork, reveding the prejudices of the

Canadian legal systern. Alfi=ed YoungMan asserts that "if there is a common perception
among North Arnerican original people, it is that "justice" in their homeland is reserved

for the invading whites (justice-just us)."'M As new evidence is being found about Riel's
execution being illegal and predetermined'61,ALfred Young Man's point is now k i n g
reiterated in the context of Riel.
Funnell created the Re1 Series in 1985 for the same reasons as N o t e s the
Inauest; because he wanted to have a better understanding of the local history of where he
has Iived for most of his life: the city of Winnipeg. As Lemay, Nugent, Joyal and Boyle

al1 did, Funnell conducted extensive research for his artwork. He read well-known texts
such as Sylvia Van Kirk's m
v T a d e r Ties - Women and the Fur Trade (1993), and
Joseph Kinsey Howard's

(1 954). The &el Senes was a reaction to what

he read in the literature surroundhg Louis Rie1 and the Métis. Even though Funnell did
extensive literary research, he did not seek any accuracy in his depictions. The people and
events are shown as he imagined them.

The series consists of forty - nine cartoon drawings on Iarge sheets of inexpensive
d e d paper that one would find in a kindergarten classroom. The drawings were initidy
done as storyboards, the images created with oils, pastels, and water - based paints, which

'60AlfiedYoungMan, "BananaRepublic North" in Notes From the
(Alberta: Southem Alberta Art Gallery, March 22-April 21, 199l),p.23.
I6'Stevens Wild, "Riel Review Puts Scmtiny on Judge's Decision" in
Free Press May 24, 1998.

would assure the eventual self - destruction of the art- The inexpensive paper would
eventually yellow, making the images look like historical remnants, perhaps fiom the
time of Louis Riel. Funnelitsact of using ledger paper to create images about history is

-

reminiscent of Fïrst Nations people in the late 196 century using ledger paper, which
was given to them by Indian agents, to create drawiags about historical events.'"

Funnell's attempt was to "provide a human side too often missing in the
concentration on the more sensational aspects of Riel's chara~ter".'~In one drawing Riel
is pomayed eating an orange. At the top of the page in simple English is the phrase

"Louis Riel ate his firn orange at the age of 14", a point that would be irrelevant to many
people who are interested in the story of Riel(Figure 13). Another drawing depicts an
occurance that happened to Riel while studying in Montreal. The drawing portrays Riel,

his first love ( Marie Julie Guemon), and her parents. Across the drawing are the words,
"Riel fell in love with Marie Julie Guemon. But her parents broke off the engagement

because he was a MétisU(Figure14). This occurance crushed Riel, and perhaps
encouraged his nationdistic feelings about king Métis. In this drawing, Riel's face is
darker than the other three figures', to ciifferentiate between him and the non-Métis f d y
that was discriminating a g a k t him. However, my examination of photos of Riel indicate

he would have probably looked very similar to the Guemon family.

In one piece, Funnell challenges the established colonial story of Norbert Parisien.

. .

16'See Vdene Robertson, Rec-OF:
Assiniboine Artist Ho(Calgary: Glenbow Museum, 1993).
'"~eterWhite, essay for exhibition
1985),p.2.
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Figure 14. "Riel Fe11 in Love with Marie Julie Guemon.But her parents broke off the
engagement because he was a Metis.*-JeffFumeil ( 198 5)
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Parisien was a mentally il1 Métis boy who in 1869, on his way home h m his job as a
wood - cutter, was seized by Canadian soldien. He was impnsoned, and according to
Howard stole a rifle and escaped. A Scomsh settler, John Hugh Sutherland, encountered
Parisien, who rnistook him for one of his captors, and shot bim fatally. According to

Howard, Sutherland's 1st words were, "The poor simple fellow was too frightened to
know what he was doing!"lU, which implies that Sutherland was an understanding and
cornpassionate person, even in his final moments. Funnell States in his drawing about
this event, "On February 15, Bodton's men abducted Norbert Parisien, a retarded Métis
boy. He was impnsoned undemeath the puipit of the uuheated Kildonan church. He did
not fieeze to death." In another drawing Funneil continues his statement: "Norbert
Parisien was shot by his captors and wounded by an axe wielded by Thomas Scott.
Norbert died'(Figure 15). This image shows Scott with an axe in his hanci, ready to
wound Parisien, who is lying face down with two soidiers behind him. Fumell's
interpretation is very matter - of - fact, his sympathies clearly with the Métis.
Another drawing reiterates Funneil's sympathies with the Métis- ï h e image is of a
Métis man, probably Riel, holding a cross with people at his knees. At the top of the
drawing are the words, "The Métis Fought Against Racist Exploitati~n'~(Figure
16).

Another drawing shows the cornplexities of the histories written about Louis Riel and the
Métis. With an image of a First Nations man, and the words "The fur traders did not come
to Christianize or to civiiize the Indian" (Figure 17), FunneIl attempts to give an

lMJosephKinsey Howard,
Press, 1954),p. 179.

(StPaul: Minnesota Historical Society
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Figure 15. "Norbert Parisien was shot by his capton and wounded by an asr wielded b-

Thomas Scott-Norbert Died." JeîT Funneil ( 1985)

Figure 16. --ThetCLktis Fought Ayainst Racist Esploitation" Jetf Funnell ( 1985 )

Figure 17. --Thefur traders did not corne to christianize or to civilize the Indian" JetT
Fumel1 ( 1985)
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explanation for the fur traders' presence. Another drawing depicts a fur trader sitting
under a tree eating food, and below him it is written that "Furtraders were not colonists.

They amved with the intention of reniming to their homeland"(Figure 18). Whether

intentional or not, the fur traders' enûy into the West drastically altered the b e s of First
Peoples, and Christianity, colonization, and attempted cuitural obliteration were some of
the results,
Funnell took liberties with how he depicted the figures in his drawings- Peter
White niggests that "Liberties taken are occasionaliy of such an obvious and wonderfully
Iudicrous sort that any lingering aura of meaningfùl historical objectivity is completely
undermined."'61 Accordkg to Daniel Francis, how Firn Peoples are depicted in Literature,
film, history and art can greatly a e c t the Iives of contemporary Aboriginais. First

Peoples are constantiy having to challenge racial stereotypes that are placed on them in
mainstrearn societies. An example are sports teams who use stereotypical images of
Native men as their mascots, or Disney's cartoon version of pot- which depicts

-

Pocahontas as a beautifhi, half - naked, weU endowed woman.
In Funneil's drawing depicting a First Nations woman sporthg braids, a headband and dress, the stereotyping Francis discusses in his book is seen. The titie of the
drawing is "In the days of the fùr trade, women were sometimes bought and sold"(Figure

19). This disturbing statement contradicts the Hollywood image of the woman.
Valaskakis writes, "From about 19 15 through the 194û's, the dominant representation of
the indian princess was the 'red hinic lady', maideas draped in red tunics, wearhg the

'"Peter White,

me Riel Series. 1985,p.2.

requisite headband and feather, and posed with mountains, waterfalls and moodit
lakes.""

Funnell, who admits to having grown up watching Hollywood Cowboy and

Indian shows, would be familiar with the stereotypical images of Indian princesses in the
dominant society. In the catalogue for the exhibition F

i

)

, Deborah

' created for the
Doxtator suggests, "The image of the 'romantic Indian p ~ c e s swas
benefit and imagination of the Euro - Canadian, not for the benefit of Indian people."16'
Funnell suggested in an interview that with Riel Series, he is regurgita~gwhat
mainStream society has filtered through his imagination. Valaskakis states, "FirstNations
identity and cultural struggle are grounded in representation and appropriation-in how

they are represented and how these represe~tationsare appropriated by Othen in a
political process which confines their past as it consinicts their fiit~re."'~'It is thus that
Funnell's act of simply regurgitating the images that he has been most exposed to
throughout his life becomes problematic for First Nations people who are struggling for
control in how they are represented.
Funneli challenges the myths of Riel by not approaching the popular issue of
whether Riel was a "traitor ar patriot". In that sense, Funnell is demysti-g

the icon of

Riel, because it is this argument that makes many people interested and intrigued with

'66GailGuthrie Valaskakis, "Sacajewea and Her Sisters: Indians and
hages",l995,p.7.

.

.

e
16'Deborah Doxtator, FluffsF
Indi;mness, (Brantford: Woodland Cultural Centre, IWS),p. 14.

a

a

'"Gai1 Guthrie Valaskakis, "Sacajewea and Her Sisters: Images and Indians",
1995,p.3.

Figure 18. "Fur tradm were not colonists.They arrived with the intention of returning to
their Home1and"Jeff FunneII ( 1985)

Figure 19. "In the days of the fur vade women were sometimes bought and so1d"JrR
Fumeil ( 1 985)

him. White suggests that 'TJot only has Funnell told the story weil, but in his concem
with those that made that history, he has chdlenged our perception and understanding of

one of the most fascinating and difficult periods of our past " W t e also States, "If the
series is political, it is in the seme that it is implicitly critical of the objective authority
imputed to history, which is treated instead as a social and cultural condition made,

expenenced and interpreted by people."'69
What becomes obvious when viewing Funneil's the Re1 Series, is that the history
around Louis Riel and the Métis is confushg and contradictory: contradictory because

people have written about Riel on their own ternis, and without the voice of the Métis,

and confusing because there are so many versions of the story of Riel. Although Fumel1
did not attempt to make a political statement with the fiel Series, one is made, even
though aspects of the series are problematic for Fust Peoples trying to be culturally
autonomous. As Alfied YoungMan asserts,
FunneIl's reconsideration of the life of a Métis leader in his Riel Series(l985)
was a portent of what has become, in 1991, Aboriginal people's long-sirnmering,
distinct realization that Louis Riel's so - called 'insanity' - enthusiasticaliy certified
at the time by a feucial Victorian Prime Minister - today fin& its nemesis in the
actions of the Oka Warriors in Quebec, in Elijah Harper's voting down of the
Meech Lake Accord at the Eleventh Hour, in the Lubicon Cree's fight for survival
and in Aboriginal Rights struggfes a l i across the land."0
It is in this sense that Riel becomes an important figure for First Peoples. How he

is portrayed thus greatly affects the Métis, and other Indigenous Nations across the land.

16?eter White, The Riel Series. 1985,p.2.
'70ALfredYoungMan, "BananaRepublic North" in Notes fia(Alberta: Southem Alberta Art GaIlery, March 22-Apd 2 1, 199l),p.23.
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E s is why it is important to acknowleùge the good intentions o f Nugent, Boyle, and

Funnell, but also coastnictively critique their positions and reasons for creathg images of

Riel. By doing so, 1 am not attempting to suggest that these images should not exist- In
fact, I appreciate a i i three artists and their artistic talent. However, discussing Métis
politics, history, and how Métis respond to images of Riel is my attempt to situate who 1

am as a Métis, and better understand the struggles that contemporary Métis are having in
establishing their identities, and o u nation, in Canada.

CONCLUSION

The actions taken and the words spoken by Louis Riel over one hundred years ago

-

stili stir emotions in the hearts of many Métis and non Métis people. The interest in

Riel has made him an icon for various individuais, cultures, and political parties
throughout Canada. Wolfgang Kloos suggests that images of Riel are not o d y seen as

-

reflectims of historical myth making, but also as forces that create historical mythology
thern~elves.'~'This is evident in portrayals of Riel created by Marcien Lemay, Miguel
Joyal, John Nugent, John Boyle, and Jeff Funnell.

The purpose of Chapter One was to examine the controversy that occurred over
Marcien Lemay's abstracted sculpture of Louis Riel, which stood at the Manitoba
Legislature for almost twenty - five years (1971- 1994). The request made by the
Manitoba Métis Federation in 1991 to have it removed was exemplary of the Métist
search for respect, rights and identity, under the term "nation". By having his voice heard
by the Canadian govemment, Louis Riel had an integrai part in facilitating nationalistic

ideals among the Métis in the late lgm- century. in contemporary times, he is still a
source for Métis national empowement, albeit in a symbolic manner. In the setting up of
the provisional governent in 1869, the Métis Resistance of 1884, the creation of the

Métis Association of Aiberta in 1929, the creation of the Manitoba Métis Federation in

Wolfgang Kloos, "Stereotyping in Canadian Literature: the Metis in Anglo and
. .
Francophone Writing" in -es
of T ~ u i Rie1
s in C d a n Culture (Hathorn/Holland:
The Edwin Mellen Press,1992),p. 132.
17'

i
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1969. and the MMF's request to have Lemay's sculpture of Louis Riel removed fiom the

Legislative grounds, nationhood has prevailed as a source of identity .Therefore, the
MPulF's request for the removal of Lemay's request can be viewed as a symbolic gesture,
based upon the respect for the past struggles of Riel and the Métis nation.

The Manitoba Métis Federation's request for the removal of Lemay's sculpture
exposed the positive and negative implications of the changing image of Louis Riel in the

Canadian context, and the divisions that exist within Métis co~~l~llunitiesAs weU, the
demand exposed the differences of opinions that exist over Métis nationhood, and the
perceived role and rights of the Métis in Canada The request to have a statesman - like
sculpture replace Lemay's abstracted one, was viewed as a source of empowerment for
the Métis nation. Although the Métis' concem about Lemay's portrayal created an ongoing

controversy between the artist, the public, and govemment officiais, the MMF was
successfid in having the sculpture removed. This demand was not solely about Lemay's
abstracted sculpture, but also about making the public aware that in Manitoba, the Métis
people - Riel's people, still exist, and are attempting to work together and have our voices
heard as a nation in Canada
My intent in Chapter Two was to examine how John Nugent, John Boyle, and Jeff
Funnell have used the image of Riel in their aawork. When addressing John Nugent's half

- nude sculpture of Riel which was erected in 1968, it becomes apparent that the decision
to have a commerative sculpture erected on the Saskatchewan Legislative grounds was a

symbol of Liberal Premier Ross Thatcher's politicai position. Thatcher's hope was to gain
First Peoples votes, when Canada was celebrating its Centennial, and Aboriginal people
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were becoming more vocal about the injustices that were occurring to them. Thatcher did
not consult Aboriginals about what kind of Riel portrayal they wanted, or who they wouid
want comrnerated, This lack of coasuitation was indicative of how Thatcher would deal
with Fust Peoples: marginalizing their voices, and speaking for them. Thus in l99I, after

extensive lobbying on the part of the Métis, the sculpture was removed. As with Lemay's
sculpture, the removal was symbolic of Métis nationhood and empowerment.

John Boyle's Rebel Senes (1 967) and Batoche Series 11975) show the negative
and positive implicatims of using Riel and the Métis as a symbol for Canadian nationalist
ideology. With his artwork, Boyle plays the role of national myth - maker, attempting to
fmd Canadian heroes. The images he creates, and the stones he tells, are his own opinion,
stemming £iom his position as a successful, Euro-Canadian, male ariia. A positive aspect
of Boyle's search for Canadian heroes is that in the late 1960s and early 1970s Boyle
exposed gallery visitors to the Métis and Louis Riel. Aiso, his portrayais of Riel are
statesman-like, which many Métis (paaicularly those who demanded that Lemay's and
Nugent's abstracted sculptures be removed), would appreciate. However, his artwork is
also problematic because he uses the stmggles of Riel and the Métis as a symbol for his
own beliefs and struggles, without acknowledging his position as part of the coloniPng
cultures. As can be seen in his artwork, Boyle's beliefs that Canadians are "one people",
can be both flattering and silencing to marginalised people.

The last artist discussed, Jeff Funneil, created the R e 1 Series (1 985) in an attempt
to better understand the local history of the city of Winnipeg, where he resides. Feeling
compassion for Riel and the Métis, Funnell created art that attempted to humanize and
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demystie the Métis Ieader. Although Funnell's artwork is sympathetic to the scniggles of
Riel and First Peoples, some of his images are reminiscent of Hollywood movies. These
images pose problems for First Peoples who are struggling against the disempowering
affects of stereotypes. However, Funnell's attempt ?O portray Riel as a human and not an
icon should be appreciated, because the myths of Riel are what mainstream Canadian

society often concentrate on. Fuonell's artwork reminds us that Riel was a living,
ttiinking, breathing man. and the Métis were the people he represented.

In Arrestiw I m w Steven Dubin suggests:
Once again we understand that the generation of meaning is a continuai and
conflictual process. It cornes from within artistic work as fiom without And
artists are simply one part of a cast of players who constmct what their creatioos
mean. No one, it seems, provides the definitive uiterpretati~n.'~

The talent and good intentions of the artists discussed in this thesis shouid be
appreciated. With thoughtfiil hearts and artistic minds, they created art about Louis Riel
and the Métis. These artists did not want to undermine or question the experiences and

concems of Riel and the Métis, but use their art to show the stmggles of FVst Peoples,
and give their personal impressions about history. It is therefore important to

acknowledge the positive implications of their ~ o r inkreference to the Métis. Despite
this, it was necessary to give a constructive and challenging critique of their portrayals,

because Riel is such an important symbol for Métis nationhood. Constmctively critiquing
their art allowed me to address some historical and contemporary concens that exist for

'"~teven C.Dubin, A r r e s t m (New York: Routledge Publishers,
1992),p.311.
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Métis people. Perhaps the most important issue that needed to be addressed was that it is
the Métis nation which is most affected by images of Riel.

The purpose of this thesis was to concentrate on portrayals and perceptions of
Louis Riel in mainstream Canadian society. Therefore, ail the artists discussed were non -

-

Métis, and of Euro Canadian heritage. It is important to note however, that there are
Aboriginal artists who have aiso created art about Louis Riel. Cree artistkurator Gerald
McMaster reinforces that the image of Riel is a powerful one for the Métis, in his 1985
exhibition Riel R e m b e r e d . McMaster created drawings that attempted to give a Métis
viewpoint about Métis historical experiences with colonhtion. This exhibition contained
drawings that are not so much about Riel the man, as they are about remembering his
people: the Métis. An example is his piece J,ostin a Wheatfield, which depicts a Métis
man and a First Nations man lost in a field of wheat. In between the two men is Riel's
shadow. This drawing is a comnentary on the diff?cdties Fim Peoples experienced when

forced to take up an agricultural way of life in the late 19& - century (Figure 20). As an

-

Aboriginal artist McMaster reclaimed the image of Riel fiom Euro Canadian artists, and

created politically - charged art that many Métis could presumably identify with.
McMaster's art shows that First Peoples are not only vocally chdenging mainstream
portrayais conceming Louis Riel, but are also creating art to express their concems.
As the Métis continue to rnake attempts at being culturaiIy autonomous through

-

land claims and self govemment, Riel remains an important figure. He is an assurance
that the Métis nation exists, and that over one hundred years ago, one vocal and articulate
Métis had his voice heard by the Canadian govemment. The Canadian govemment paid

Figure 20. LmLb a wb&l& Gaald McMastcr (1985)
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attention to Riel then, and they are noticing him today. Presently Manitoba Liberal MP
Reg Alcock and Quebec Bloc MP Denis Coderre are attempting to pass a bill to exonerate
Riel, and prove he was wrongly hanged.'"

There are some who believe that ifhe is

exonerated, the door for Métis land claims will be closed. However, for many Métis there
is hope: hope that if Riel is acknowledged as an important historical Canadian hero, so

will the expenences, concems, claims, needs, and aspirations of the Metis. His
exoneration could mean the door for Metis land claims would open, and that respect for

the Metis nation is possible.
As Métis continue to use vinial images of Riel as a tool to express our culniral

concems. the spirit of Riel lives on. Over one huodred years later, he still gives hope to
the Métis that our history, culture, and stniggies will be known and appreciated. To many

Métis, Riel is a reminder of the injustices that occwred to our ancestors. The stories about
Riel, whether they be told in literature, the media, or art, tell Métis that it is necessary to
never forget the p a h Remembering the past, helps us understand the present, and prepare
for the future. As we continue to move forwarà, Riel remains a symbol of strength for the
Métis nation.
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